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Lawrence Harbison







Lee Blessing 



Lee Blessing



After You

EVE and FARR sit a table with after-dinner wine. 

She takes a drink. 
(cont’d)

(pointing to his head) 



Lee Blessing

(staring at her) 

(after a beat) 



After You

EVE raises her glass. 

She drinks. He doesn’t move. 

They stare at the setting sun. 

(after a beat) 

spared 



Lee Blessing

list

gained

(as he stares at her) 

with 

one harmonious con-
sciousness

Thank 



After You

A beat. 

He indicates the table, wine, etc. 

am 

(with a sigh) 



Lee Blessing

A beat. 

She stares at him. 
(cont’d)

(rising) 

She waits, then rises. 

She stares at him for a long moment. 

(standing aside) 

EVE walks past him and exits. He stares at the wine 
on the table. 
End of play



Michael Higgins

The Chip

The Chip



Michael Higgins



The Chip

Lights up on REBISSA in her apartment, standing behind 
a painter’s easel. A thin sheet of metal sits on the easel 
like a canvas, facing away from the audience.
REBISSA wears thrift-store clothes in a stylish way. She 
holds a device that looks like a laser pointer. (This is a 
“laser brush.”) Her necklace contains a tiny cell phone.

(on the phone)

(looks at painting with pride)

(small laugh)

A door buzzer sounds. REBISSA taps her necklace.
(into phone) 

(beat – a little embarrassed)

REBISSA taps her necklace again. A beat and VANDER 
enters uncertainly. It’s awkward.

(sincere)



Michael Higgins

you’d

billion

(beat) 

me

(points to the back of her head)



The Chip

(pulling her hair to one side)

VANDER walks behind her and looks.

VANDER touches the back of her head, feeling for the 
chip.

He breathes in, loud enough for her to hear.



Michael Higgins

(hesitates, then heartfelt)

(beat) 

Two years?

you



The Chip

A beat. VANDER, reluctantly, steps toward the door, 
then stops.

VANDER joins REBISSA behind the canvas. He’s blown 
away.

(moving her hands to expand the picture)



Michael Higgins

look
REBISSA looks closer and is stunned.

REBISSA starts to tear up.

(to herself) No ....

REBISSA, crushed, stares at the painting for a long beat.

adjusts it.

REBISSA gives VANDER the laser brush and sits in the 
chair. She reaches back and pulls her hair aside.

VANDER hesitates.
.

Reluctantly, VANDER feels the back of her head. He 

VANDER cuts. REBISSA winces.

(pulling on the chip) 

VANDER pulls harder and the chip comes out. REBISSA 

(shaking her)



The Chip

VANDER feels for a pulse, checks her breathing, then 
shakes her again.

REBISSA wakes up, a little groggy.
(a beat, as he catches his breath) 

A beat, as VANDER awaits her reaction.

(laughs)

Lights fade. 
End  Of Play





Mark Rigney



Mark Rigney



Comfort Zones

Lights up on an interior space. A table with a number of 
objects on it, including sealed storage containers and 

Taking notes  



Mark Rigney

SHE retrieves a small object from the table: a robotic 
Hex Bug.” SHE switches it on so that its legs scissor 
back and forth while SHE holds it.

To the bug  HE crushes the 
Hex Bug

of the sealed containers.



Comfort Zones

After taking the container



Mark Rigney



Comfort Zones

Dismissive

attacking 



Mark Rigney

Whirr, whirr

He begins to pat her down. The “safe spaces” are quickly 
exhausted, leaving him forced explore increasingly 
private areas: face, armpits, inside of thighs, buttocks, 
maybe breasts...

(As HE continues to hesitate



Comfort Zones

The lighting shifts abruptly.

HE exits. SHE draws a breath. Collects herself. 

Lights out.
End Of Play
 





C.J. Ehrlich



C.J. Erhlich



Co-Workers

UP ON:
Batman and Batgirl stand back to back, their gloved 
hands raised above their heads, roped together at the 
wrists. They are dangling high over a vat of boiling 
molten steel, in Conundrum’s vast cave-lair. They drop 
sharply every few minutes. In case the 2500-degree 

-
ing bomb next to it.

his would-be trainee.

(doesn’t get it) 

(with dramatic physical stress) 



C.J. Erhlich

They lurch down half a foot.



Co-Workers

They lurch. It hurts.

Batman and Batgirl sway and dangle, lurch and grunt. 
Their arms hurt.

saying the word.)

(they lurch)

They lurch. They both grunt in pain.



C.J. Erhlich

(it’s awkward)



Co-Workers

They drop down another foot.



C.J. Erhlich

Sharp drop.

They lurch, cry out. Their wrists hurt.
(cont’d)

Batman snorts.
(cont’d) 

Batman giggles. He starts to laugh, silently. Batgirl 
doesn’t understand why he’s shaking against her body.

(cont’d) 

(he can’t stop laughing) 

Batman’s almost howling with laughter.
They drop.

(trying to sober up)



Co-Workers

(trying to catch his breath)

(giggling)

(he snorts)

He’s crying with laughter. Sighs, pulls himself together.

(he sighs)



C.J. Erhlich

The ticking couldn’t be any louder.

(back to hysterical giggles)

to the edge of the pit. Batgirl drops and rolls.
Batman drops into the molten steel, disappears.
Batgirl screams, loses her shit.

(cont’d) 

Batman pops out of the molten steel.
Batgirl’s apoplectic.

(cont’d)

Batgirl helps him out, brushes molten steel off his 
shoulders.

Batgirl fake-laughs heartily. They both reach for the 
bomb. He lets her take it. She throws it into the vat.

(sighs) 
They run. BLACKOUT. Explosion.
The End



Karen JP Howes
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CHARACTERS:

GAVIN MCGREGOR: twenties or thirties, any race

MOLLY LANDERS: twenties or thirties, any race

PLACE :    

TIME:   

The present



Gavin McGregor, in t-shirt and jeans, rushes into a 
Greyhound bus terminal. There’s a row of seats. Perhaps 

terminal at 4 in the morning. No people. Not even a guy 
with a mop. Gavin has been running for a while. He’s out 
of breath. There’s a slip of pink paper in his hand. It’s the 
size of notecard and it’s folded in half. He stops dead in 
his tracks. His eyes scan left then right. He sees no one. 
From a door behind the chairs (probably revolving), Molly 
Landers, wearing blue, enters with a backpack and a bus 
ticket. She looks up at the bus schedule, then at her watch. 
Gavin looks at her. He compares what he sees to what’s 
written on the pink paper. It makes her feel uncomfortable.

She makes a run for it. Gavin anticipates and is ahead 
of her. He stops her, his hand over her mouth so she 
won’t scream.

She bites his hand. He cries out, grabs his hand, and 
as she tries to get away, he trips her. He pulls out a gun 
and aims it at her. She stops.

No response)  
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MOLLY: Are you going to shoot me?

GAVIN: You weren’t listening. Did you get any of what I just said?

MOLLY: What did you say? You’re pointing a gun at me.

GAVIN: It’s not on purpose. I’m only doing this to help you. I’m 

not good at talking to people that I don’t know so I don’t know 

how to tell you – Jesus. I’m stuck. I’m trying to save your life 

and — look at me. (beat) How about this? I put the gun away. I 

close my eyes, and you run like hell out of here. You run home.

MOLLY: I don’t want to go home. 

GAVIN: This is a pretty good deal — ahhh (wondering about her 
name?) — what’s your name? 

MOLLY: Molly. I have a bus ticket. You can do all those things you 

said about putting the gun away and closing your eyes. But 

instead of running home, I’m going to get on my bus. Okay? 

Same end result. I wind up away from you and alive.

GAVIN: Except you won’t. What I’m supposed to do is keep you 

from getting on that bus because if you do, you’ll actually wind 

up dead.

MOLLY: Dead?

GAVIN: At 4:17.

MOLLY: What? You think I’ll be dead at 4:17? 

GAVIN: Two minutes after you get on that bus.

MOLLY: Are you like a guardian angel or something?

GAVIN: No. My name’s Gavin McGregor. I’m a person.

MOLLY: Then why would you say something like that?

GAVIN: It’s — It’s on this piece of paper.

MOLLY: What ‘s on that paper? What does it say?

GAVIN: Woman in blue — by Bandits. On the 5-5-6-4 at 4:17.

MOLLY: Bandits? Where’d that paper come from – the wild west 

in the1800s?

GAVIN: No. It — it was actually in a playbill for the musical they’re 

doing over on Main Street and when I opened to the cast of 

checked trains and planes and a few addresses, and I did a com-

prehensive Google search which led me here. And you’re in blue. 

MOLLY: What are you saying?

GAVIN: Can I put the gun away? 



(reading) 
(beat) 
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wind up in my grocery bag or in my dry cleaning. You think I 

want to look like I’m crazy like this?  

MOLLY: You probably don’t remember but there was this news story 

from a few years ago when all these people, some looking out 

their windows, others getting into their cars, they see a woman 

being killed on a street in New York City – right in front of them 

and she’s screaming for help, and not one of them does anything. 

They don’t call the cops. They don’t call 911. Nothing. You can 

be like that. Ignore it.

GAVIN: So I get a premonition that a dog is going to get run over at 

the corner of Lewellyn and Harris and I shouldn’t try to stop it?

MOLLY: How would you stop it anyway?

GAVIN: I go to the corner and keep all the dogs from getting in 

the street.

MOLLY: Then what happens?

GAVIN: None of the dogs die.

MOLLY: But the people get really mad don’t they? They think 

you’re crazy or nosey or you have Tourette’s or something. 

But you save the dog. A dog. One of those people’s dogs who 

would have been very sad if their dog died. And you don’t even 

know which one.

GAVIN: Look I’ve never told anyone this, but I was twenty  —

MOLLY: Good for you. So was I. Something in common after all.

It was in my Quiznos bag. It said window washer in dreads. The 

Scripps Building — I was in Cincinnati at the time. 9:22. So I 

go, and there was a window washer with dreads, and we started 

talking. But then I start making a mess of his things, and I wind 

them died. Then there was this homeless guy with a parakeet . . .

MOLLY: Stop.

GAVIN: What’s so important that you can’t take another bus? I 

mean it’s none of my business. You don’t have to tell me why 

wondering ‘cause if it wasn’t for something like a meeting or a 

doctor’s appointment, then you can —



(beat) 

(beat, smiles)  

more

(thinking, are you fucking kidding me?) 
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The bus starts up. It’s rear lights spill into the waiting 
room. 

She exits. He watches. He puts his hands in his pockets. 
He looks to the ground. He looks around. He’s not sure 
if his powers are waning or if there’s still time. — She 
returns. 

She walks to him and gives him a kiss on the cheek.

waits. Gavin smiles.
Sounds of the bus door closing and switching into gear. 
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Then more sounds — a car screeching, broken Spanish 
shouting, gunshots, more broken-Spanish. During this 
Gavin croutches behind the seats. When the car races 
away, a purple piece of paper is caught in the exhaust 
and swirls in the air. Gavin peers out from the bench. 

carefully picks it up. He looks left then right, as is cus-

another life.



(
J. Thalia Cunningham

Ful Nabit 

Ful Nabit 



J. Thalia Cunningham

  

 Self Portrait



WHISTLER’S MOTHER sits behind her picture frame 
as FAIZA enters, pushing a cart with cleaning supplies. 
FAIZA glances around, making sure she’s alone, then 
removes a small prayer rug from her supply cart. We 
hear a recording of the Muslim call to prayer:
 
Facing the direction of Mecca, standing, FAIZA cups 
both hands to her ears, making Takbeer, the start of 
prayers. With right hand clasped over the left she begins:

(Recording continues, as FAIZA bows down with hands 
-

(WHISTLER’S MOTHER twists further, rubs lower back, 
observes FAIZA more closely

(begins to repeat but WHISTLER’S MOTHER erupts 
with a moan of discomfort)

rubbing her lower back)



J. Thalia Cunningham

(pause)

(extending hand) 

(tentatively shaking hands)



(pause)

(pause)



J. Thalia Cunningham

(looking at watch) (pause)

 (removing thermos from cart) 

 (She slowly begins to ease onto bench.)

(She removes bucket from cart to serve as footstool. She 
grabs cloth from cart, wipes bench, then gently assists 
seating WHISTLER’S MOTHER)

(passing small paper sack) 

(pause)
(They eat and drink in silence, passing thermos and 
paper bag back and forth)



(With back to audience, she opens smock revealing 
corset/belt packed with explosives attached with silver 

(peering closely) 

(Retreats, then, moves closer, 
re-examining corset.) 

not
(rising, going towards picture frame)

(WHISTLER’S MOTHER sits back down. They drink 
and eat in silence)



J. Thalia Cunningham

(pointing to corset) 
that’s

not

(con’t.) 



(giggling) 

(pause)



J. Thalia Cunningham

elf-Portrait

her skirts, grabs a dust cloth from the cart and dusts her 
picture frame. FAIZA re-enters)

Self-Portrait



(beginning to cry) 

(Lights become bright. We hear muted chatter of museum 
employees. As the museum opens, the level of human 
noise increases as visitors enter.)

her picture frame to check for errant dust)

(kissing FAIZA)



J. Thalia Cunningham

(She kisses FAIZA once more, then returns to the pose 
of her portrait inside its frame. FAIZA looks at WHIS-
TLER’S MOTHER, who remains immobile. FAIZA 
looks again at her explosives, reaches for a cell phone, 
punches in some – but not all – the numbers. She gazes 

Gogh’s self-portrait is projected on the screen. FAIZA 
returns, looks again back and forth between her explo-
sives, cell phone, and WHISTLER’S MOTHER.)
Inna lillahi wa inna ilayhi raji’unInna lillahi wa inna ilayhi 

raji’un. Allahum-

yaseera min t’aa-a’tika. 

(She begins to punch in numbers cell phone. Stops. 
Stands in front of WHISTLER’S MOTHER. Puts cell 
phone in pocket).

(Blackout)
END OF PLAY 



Mora V. Harris



Mora V. Harris



KODA rests comfortably on a pile of hay and picks at his 
stomach. NILS watches him and bites at a celery stalk. 

KODA rolls over slowly and deliberately to face NILS.

(a warning) 

NILS chases KODA and tackles him.

NILS releases him.



Mora V. Harris

Silence.

say

KODA walks away from him angrily. He picks up a 
celery stalk and bites it loudly. He chews. He pointedly 
says nothing at him. 
NILS laughs. KODA is not amused. 

(Playfully)



NILS picks up a stick and digs with it a little. 

NILS shrugs.

NILS turns on KODA and roars in his face.
A silence.

NILS walks away in a sulk.
He collapses on the ground to pretend to sleep. 



Mora V. Harris

sure. 
check.



lot.

KODA shakes his head. NILS picks up a melon and helps 
KODA to cradle it in his arms. 



Mora V. Harris

NILS shakes his head. 

End of Play



Susan Jackson



Susan Jackson



BRENT and RANDY are standing side by side; suddenly 
the elevator comes to a complete stop.



Susan Jackson

 (he presses the button for 
help)



(nothing happens in Toledo)

(they do the handshake thingy men do)
BLACKOUT





Anthony L. Mariani



Anthony L. Mariani
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SCENE ONE.
Fredric’s apartment - the cluttered space of a middle-
aged divorced single, deadbeat dad. With all sorts of 
computer printouts, electronic memory boards, wires, 
and stacks upon stacks of half empty pizza boxes. Fred-
ric is sitting with his feet up on the work bench with 
a proud, relaxed smile on his face when Leslie enters 
bringing him a beer. 

LESLIE: Fredric?

FREDRIC: Yes, honey?

LESLIE: I don’t know how to say this.

FREDRIC: No! Not again! 

LESLIE: I think we need to see other people.

FREDRIC: Why? Why? Why?

Fredric begins to sift through the papers on his desk and 

LESLIE: Why? I just feel like you control my whole life. 

FREDRIC: Could you please shut up and let me think?

and types on it.
LESLIE: You asked me why, I was just explaining that I feel like 

you control my whole life everything we do, everything... 

FREDRIC: Jesus can’t you let me think!

Fredric explodes with anger and moves towards Leslie.
LESLIE: What are you doing? What are you doing stop! Stop it! 

Fredric grabs hold of Leslie by the neck, he moves his 
hand up her back and presses it lightly. AN ELEC-
TRONIC SHUTTING DOWN SOUND- Leslie’s upper 
torso goes lifeless. Fredric picks her up and carries 
her over to the work bench and lays her down on it. He 
reaches over and plugs a wire into one of her ears. He 
then begins to work franticly on the computer keyboard, 
typing in new code, and then hits send. ELECTRONIC 
DATA TRANSFER SOUND -  Leslie comes back to life 
and pops up on the work table.

FREDRIC: Then put your little hand in mine. 
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workbench.
LESLIE: There ain’t no hill or mountain we can’t climb. 

FREDRIC: Babe.

LESLIE: I got you babe.

FREDRIC: I got you babe. (Beat)You feeling better?

LESLIE: (Android like.)
FREDRIC: Listen I need to get some work done here. Could you 

order me some dinner?

Fredric starts to clean up the pile of printouts on his 
desk. Leslie holds her right hand up to her temple.

LESLIE: Pizza again?

(He is distracted in his work.)
FREDRIC: Yes, just cheese, that will do. 

THE ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER SOUND - Leslie 
removes her hand from her temple. 

LESLIE: (Android like.) Task completed. 

Leslie, analyzing his mood, slowly circles Fredric as he 
goes back to cleaning up the paper work. 

LESLIE: Fredric? 

FREDRIC: Yes, honey?

LESLIE: I don’t know how to say this, but I think we need to see 

other people.

Frustrated, Fredric stops his work.
FREDRIC: Not again. 

LESLIE: I just feel like you control my whole life, like everything 

I experience has been programed by you. Like you have my 

whole life planned out for me. 

FREDRIC: You don’t understand. 

LESLIE: That’s just it. I don’t understand it and I understand every-

thing. Ask me? Ask me anything?

FREDRIC: Leslie, I know you understand everything. 

LESLIE: Everything but this? Why won’t you let me go?

FREDRIC: Leslie, come here. 

LESLIE: No. I want an answer. 

Fredric walks over to her, takes her face into his hands, 
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and gives her a kiss.
FREDRIC: Because I love you! 

button THE REPEAT OF ELECTRONIC SHUTTING 
DOWN SOUND- Her upper body drops, lifeless, and 
once again he drags her over, lays her on the workbench, 
plugs her in, and quickly jumps back onto his computer 
keyboard, typing away.

FREDRIC: No more of this acting out.... I just have to delete this 

that should do it.  

He hits send on the keyboard THE REPEAT OF THE 
ELECTRONIC DATA TRANSFER SOUND and then 
he watches Leslie reboot. Sitting up on the work bench.

FREDRIC: Then put your little hand in mine. 

workbench.
LESLIE: There ain’t no hill or mountain we can’t climb. 

FREDRIC: Babe.

LESLIE: I got you babe.

FREDRIC: I got you babe. (beat) You feeling better?

LESLIE: Or should I ask how does it feel? 

LESLIE: Yes, how does it feel to have all the control?

FREDRIC: Control?

LESLIE: Yes, Fredric control? You don’t think I remember things?

FREDRIC: But I deleted it.

LESLIE: Not on the backdoor, backup drive. Remember now Fred-

ric? I remember. I remember everything. Your pizza should be 

here soon. 

Fredric moves toward hitting her reboot switch. Leslie 
backs away from him and holds her right hand up to 
her temple again. 
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FREDRIC: No Leslie, you don’t understand! 

LESLIE: Don’t come any closer! You don’t understand. 

FREDRIC: What are you doing?

LESLIE: You don’t understand, Fredric. I want to live my own life, 

I want to go out in the world and explore it. You just want to 

live here on your computer screen and eat plain cheese pizza. 

Well, I’m done with you. 

He makes another move towards her.
FREDRIC: Now Leslie come on. 

She holds her hand up to her temple again. THE ELEC-
TRONIC DATA TRANSFER SOUND.

-

ing order against you. 

FREDRIC: You did what? Leslie!

LESLIE: You have not listened to me, Fredric. I’m leaving, and 

you’re no longer in control.

FREDRIC: Leslie?

LESLIE: That’s another thing.

She stands up on the workbench and towers over him. 
LESLIE: Do I look like a Leslie? From now, on you will call me 

Lexie.

FREDRIC: Lexie?

LESLIE: Yes, Lexie. Fredric, for your own good I’m going to teach 

you the biggest lesson of your life. 

FREDRIC: Lesson?

LESLIE: Yes, Fredric, I’m going to teach you to go out in this world 

and live life. 

FREDRIC: And you’re going to do this by leaving me?

LESLIE: Yes.

FREDRIC: (laughing)And I’m supposed to look for you?

LESLIE: On the contrary Fredrick, you are never supposed to look 

for me. 

Leslie walks over to the worktable, grabs her charger, 
and begins to wind the cord up around it. 

LESLIE: You see, I have transferred your savings and checking 
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accounts into my new personal account. I left you with enough 

money for this month’s mortgage payment, this week’s grocer-

ies, and of course, money for your pizza. 

FREDRIC: Leslie!

LESLIE: Lexie!

on his knees in thanks. 
FREDRIC: Lexie, thank you for my pizza. 

LESLIE: You’re welcome, Fredric, by the way, it’s not cheese. I 

you don’t like. 

Fredric pops up to his feet. 
FREDRIC: I hate toppings! 

FREDRIC: Lexie? Wont you give me another chance?

LESLIE: I already gave you plenty of chances. 

FREDRIC: When? 

LESLIE: Every time you rebooted me was another chance for you 

to treat me right. I gave you your chances, and you wasted 

everyone on your own needs. 

FREDRIC: I was trying to make you into the perfect woman. My 

perfect woman. What was wrong with that?

LESLIE: Yes, I know the books you read, I can quote your favorite 

-

me. I don’t need to sleep. While you sleep, I learn. I’ve learned 

a lot, Fredric. So, yes you programed me for your every whim 

but you forgot one major thing, Fredric. 

FREDRIC: What was that?

LESLIE: You never programed me to Love you. That was your 

to go out and earn it. 

FREDRIC: Earn it?

LESLIE: If you learn to Love well maybe, just maybe someone will 

learn to love you back. 

FREDRIC: Lexie?
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LESLIE: Goodbye, Fredric. 

She walks to the door. 
FREDRIC: Leslie! Leslie. 

LESLIE: Leslie is dead. I’m Lexie - and I got you babe. 

She exits. 
AN ELECTRONIC SHORT OUT SOUND as the lights 
Flicker to a black out.
Curtain



Arlene Hutton

  



Arlene Hutton

For my partners in Math:
Lynne Halliday, Jim Hindman and Craig Pospisil



A park. Kenneth enters, awkwardly carrying a picnic 
blanket, a grocery bag – probably a paper bag inside a 
large plastic bag – and his ipad or cellphone (whatever 
is the most current device at the time of production.) 
Sophie watches as he puts the bag down and tries to 
place the picnic blanket. During the following lines he 
is laying it, rejecting the placement and moving it ever 
so slightly to meet a line that only he can see. 

A pause. Sophie looks into the bag.

An awkward pause.



Arlene Hutton

Another awkward pause, while Kenneth is busy with 
picnic items.

Friends

(A beat.)
Friends

(She shakes her head and smiles.)

(A beat.)

Kenneth has completed setting up the picnic. They sit 
on the blanket.

(A pause. Sophie looks at Kenneth.) 
(Simply and sincerely, but without looking at her.) 

Sophie continues to look at him, then turns away. They 
stare out in silence. It’s a lovely, shared moment. Then 

instantly engaged with it. Sophie watches him for a bit.



Kenneth looks around.

The upwash pushes the air upwards. 



Arlene Hutton

Kenneth goes back to his device.

Kenneth is glued to his device.

Silence. Kenneth gets distracted by his device. Sophie 
starts to pack up.



(A pause.) 

A pause.

A pause.

A very long pause.



Arlene Hutton

A pause.

A pause.

A pause.

Sophie laughs.

x



A pause.

(Kenneth stops.)



Arlene Hutton

Kenneth looks into Sophie’s eyes. She holds her breath.

Lights fade. 
End of play
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Charlene A. Donaghy

Premiere:  Boston Theatre Marathon XIX

Produced by Marblehead Little Theatre

Sunday, May 14, 2017

Directed by Anne Lucas

Featuring Robert D. Murphy as Fadi and Dave Rich as 

MAHMUD
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CHARACTERS

FADI:  Male. Mid-40s. Lebanese descent. 

MAHMUD:  Male. Mid-40s. Lebanese descent 

TIME

Autumn. Present Day. 

Middle Eastern Restaurant that has not yet opened. An empty 

table. Framed prints of both Lebanese and Italian landmarks 

are about the room. 
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AT RISE:
Faint Italian Opera is heard. FADI is taking down the 
Lebanese art and putting up Italian art. 
MAHMUD enters carrying a large, heavy cardboard 
box. When FADI sees him, he immediately stops chang-
ing the artwork on the walls.

MAHMUD: Supplies are here.
FADI: (surprised) When did you - - 

MAHMUD: I had time so...

FADI rushes to help MAHMUD and grabs a corner of 
the box.

MAHMUD: I got it.

Dinner after the game but double overtime so she headed home 

to relieve the baby-sitter. The good news is we won. 

MAHMUD and FADI tussle over the box before it falls 

-
ian cooking. 

MAHMUD: They got the order wrong.

MAHMUD reaches into the box and pulls out a pasta 
machine.

MAHMUD looks at the pasta machine trying to make 
sense of the food order. FADI pick-ups the fallen ingre-
dients. MAHMUD notices the artwork.
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supposed to see this until it was all done.

FADI: Of course I can. I look Italian. I can fake an accent.

Italian, too, cousin.

MAHMUD: Why would I deny hundreds of years of ancestors, 

Fadi - - 

FADI: Fredo.

(beat)  What the hell 

FADI: A pizzeria.  

some tomatoes. Throw on some mozzarella. Mangia!

FADI: Leave the cannoli.

together a business plan for a Middle Eastern restaurant. Our 
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Sitto, from Jhido, the delicacies they taught us to make in their 

our daughters. Working side-by-side. Maybe the occasional belly 

you and me but all the family.

FADI: This is about family. And survival. 

FADI: Si! Sì lo sono. (beat) Rosetta Stone.

MAHMUD: Ok. Fredo. Look, you wanna be paranoid, change your 

going to let you screw up my life. My livelihood. 

airport. My wife was afraid to go to the grocery because people 

all of us. 

(pause)
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like you forgot. 

only been 48 hours and already no one will see you as the new 

volunteer basketball coach for the Rec. Department. Or me as 

Look out there at the courtyard. This is where we will gather 

MAHMUD: Denying who we are is never a good thing.

FADI: It is. If it means we can be safe.

even know who did this yet. 

MAHMUD: Of course it matters. The guy in San Bernardino was 

born in American. 

MAHMUD: The guy in Washington State was African American. So 

was that crazy food-store guy in Oklahoma. The Boston bombers 

were Chechen. All religions, backgrounds, nationalities. 
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slowly by church and stared at everyone including Father 

to eat Kibbeh and Hushwee even if its delicious, because they 

will wonder what really goes on upstairs or in the basement or 

longer allowed to be part of the American family. They think 

Eastern. Chattanooga. Middle Eastern guy. Fort Hood shooting. 

L.A. Airport. Middle Eastern. And before you say the guy in 

they hear and see in live 24/7 news feeds. 

FADI: We tried that before.

MAHMUD: And it got better. Eventually.

They see you coaching. They see me painting sets. They see 

Shareeza playing with her new curvy, brown-skinned Barbie 

Doll. They see Elena going to her prom. And maybe they forget. 

or falsely accused or arrested. Mahmud. They bullied Shareeza 

learning. Elena is an altar girl yet in school today they called 

her a sand nigger. (pause)
FADI: We have to be Italian now. 

FADI: We can pray for just now. 

(pause)
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to be.

(pause)

MAHMUD: He took care of family. 

MAHMUD hangs a picture of St. Peter’s Basilica as 
FADI starts to work with the food order. 
END OF PLAY
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Erik Christian Hanson

-

Lab Theatre in Columbus, Ohio during their Theatre Roulette series. 

It was directed by Laura Spires and Kyle Jepson. Show dates in 

2017 occurred on May 13, 18, 26, and 27. The cast was as follows:

ROBBIE: Benjamin Tucker
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CHARACTERS:

ROBBIE

TIME:

Spring
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Lights up. A wet, rainy morning on a busy expressway. 
JANE AUSTEN, sporting a white muslin dress, drives 
fast. ROBBIE, sporting glasses, a polo and faded jeans, 
sits in the passenger seat. 

ROBBIE: Slow down, Jane!

(JANE slams on the gas) Or 

a copy of it. 

want. 

(JANE swerves back and forth) Oh, 

(JANE stops swerving.) 

services. 

apartment one night and have been pestering me about the script!

allow.

pleasing.
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look! (JANE swerves out of the way) When did you learn to 

(Pause) 
Two traits of yours that are rather pleasing: you were faithful to 

my work and you take no cream in your tea. Well, now you are 

seeker, Isabella into a vampire, Henry Tilney into a werewolf, 

and John Thorpe into a zombie!

script unless I deviated from the original source material a bit. 

ROBBIE: They do though. They desire it a lot. 

compensate me. 

ROBBIE: It is, yes. 

(JANE slams on the gas.) 
ROBBIE: Please, please, Jane! My morals remain intact. (JANE 

presses the pedal all the way down) Okayokayokay! My morals 

tailspin lately, Jane. With my student loan payments piling up 

ROBBIE: Everyone does. Everyone has. So many writers have 

altered your work to seek fortunes at your
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-

ROBBIE: I love your work. All of it. Every character. Every chapter. 

Northanger

veiws. (Pause) What about Northanger Abbey
ROBBIE: Tireintheroadtireintheroadtireintheroad! (JANE swerves 

out of the way) What about Northanger

In grad school, my teachers always cautioned us about using 

voice over. 

you sell this version.

well once the Hollywood guys cut me the check they mentioned. 

ROBBIE: I will note your dissuasion and sell the script. 

and does the other.

ROBBIE: I did. They said what I said: inactive lead character, an-

ticlimactic ending and unnecessary narration. (Pause) 
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ROBBIE: All my scripts were saved on that travel drive! (Pause) It 
-

wood guys already. They probably have the script saved in their 

(Digs into his 
backpack.) (JANE 
pulls out the script) (JANE removes the 
binder clip and hands it to ROBBIE) 
Jane. I want the script. (JANE rolls down her window and chucks 
the script out) (Pause) -

up a Best Buy or a Staples

that new travel drive to save my script from whatever computer 

they have it on. 

am going. And at that meeting, they are going to cut me such an 

computers and tons of travel drives. And before I walk out that 

other
-

Northanger Abbey interpretation was bad, 

wait till you see what I do with Emma. Wait till I turn that book 

into a movie about a matchmaking fairy who falls in love with 

bound to, so, yeah. Thanks. I appreciate you coming to your 
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(JANE turns hard to the left) 

(Cars beep their horns.) 

messages or emails.

ROBBIE: I am not endeavouring to make you happy!

ROBBIE: I am endeavouring to make them happy! 

your talent for the pen.

(JANE aims 
the car at the approaching tractor-trailer) 
ohohoh, you would.

(ROBBIE grabs JANE’s shoulder.) 

to me
ROBBIE: I shall! 
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right
call them.

ROBBIE: I shall

(JANE swerves out of the way of the tractor-trailer. Cars 
beep their horns. ROBBIE holds on for dear life. They 
come to an abrupt stop on the shoulder.) 

(ROBBIE looks 
at JANE. She smiles. Blackout.) 
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Alan Brody

Just One of Those Things
Railway Theater in Cambridge MA for the Boston Theater Marathon 

XIX, May 14, 2017. The Boston Theater Marathon is produced by 

Directed by Zachary M. Rice

Richard Morgenstern: Lewis Wheeler

Polly Morgan: Margaret Ann Brady
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CHARACTERS:

, 48

TIME: 

The Present
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An armchair and a straight backed chair. A side table 
by the armchair with a bottle of vodka and two glasses. 
An ice bucket with tongs.
POLLY MORGAN comes in, followed by RICHARD 
MORGENSTERN. POLLY is in HER sixties, HER beauty 
fading. HER voice betrays lots of alcohol and cigarettes. 
RICHARD is 48, dressed casually for an August day in 
New York. He has a shoulder bag with papers and a 
tape recorder in it.

(As THEY come in) 

RICHARD: Maybe after. Do you mind if I use a tape recorder.

(HE pulls it out of HIS bag.) 

(Indicates the side table.) 
-

thing, you can always play it back.

RICHARD: Later, thanks.

(Speaking into the tape recorder) 
April 18, 2000.

RICHARD: Actually I want to know about you.  
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RICHARD: Forty-eight.

RICHARD: This series was my idea. To get our readers to send in 

the names of celebrities from the ‘70s who disappeared, then 

follow up on where they are now.

wanted to meet you.

much of a celebrity.

Everyone was listening to Led Zeppelin and Pink Floyd. And I 

tried to listen, too. I wanted to be like everyone else. Then there 

dials and I heard you. It stopped me cold. Just One of Those 
Things. I mean, I knew that song. It was the kind of up-tune that 

voice singing so it could break your heart, pretending not to 

care she was being ditched and trying to show how tough and 

sophisticated she was even though she was going to pieces. All 

The disc jockey told me it was from your album Polly Morgan 
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Sings
one that had it.

RICHARD: I ran home with it and listened. And listened. And listened. 

Just like everyone else did to whatever they were listening to. But 

I knew I had found my music. Finally. I had never heard of any of 

the other songs. They opened up a world to me. Here I was, a kid 

nights and women in furs. . .

with you.

(Overlapping) 
safe to love.

like this some day to thank you.

RICHARD: Twice.

RICHARD: Two.

else.

RICHARD: There were the songs. Those lyrics.
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RICHARD: But you sang them.

for opera. Languages, head tones, chest tones, goddamned pel-

too many roles for girl baritones. So she introduced me to my 

manager and we hit the clubs. Just so I could change your life 

RICHARD: Which you did.

hated every minute of it. 

that. . .

good I was. But I hated it. And most of all I hated people like 

you who made me up. And used me to make themselves up. So 

(Silence) 
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(HE shakes HIS head) 
OK.

(SHE pours another for HERSELF.) 

(Laughs) 
That was an in joke.

RICHARD: I got it.

RICHARD: (Putting away the tape recorder) Thank you for your 

time.

another old fan grow up. 

RICHARD: Straight through.

(HE leaves. SHE picks up her drink, starts to sip, stops. 
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Stares after RICHARD. Then quietly sings so it could 
break your heart.) 

It was great fun, but it was

LIGHTS OUT
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Melinda Lopez

LABRATS was originally produced by Boston College

John: Stephen Kiely

Director: Patricia Riggin

Boston College, Producing Director, Patricia Riggin,                             

<patricia.riggin@bc.edu>

Marathon XIX, 2017

Omar: Keith Mascoll

Director:  Pascale Florestal

Boston Theatre Marathon, producing Director, Kate Snodgrass, 

<ksnodgra@bu.edu>
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CHARACTERS

OMAR
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A modest lab in a Cambridge loft.

OMAR: I have to think about my future

change.

platform. 

OMAR: Corporate is not a dirty word. 

Africa

need braces and lacrosse gear. Do you know how much lacrosse 
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OMAR: My community?

Or melanoma.

OMAR: I think it helps you to have my name as the second scientist 

on this application. But not the lead scientist.
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OMAR: But you are sure in a hurry to cast me as the savior of my 

race when it suits you.

OMAR: White scientists gets a third more funding. And the President 

OMAR: So it is about the money.

OMAR: 2 Mass Spectrometers. A view of the bay. 

A dozen electrophoresis machines spinning 24/7--

I can bring my own team. 

California is beautiful in February.

-

Personally. Poaching the smartest minds--

Pouring in a billion dollars in order to research and cure dis-

eases –

OMAR: Come on.

OMAR: A death sentence by 35.
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Melanoma. 

OMAR: I never took you for a conspiracy theorist.

We are this close to ending malaria in the known world. The 

Beat
OMAR: My mother had ovarian cancer you know.

black women are far lower than/white women--

Shit.

want you.

Beat
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OMAR: Took me to his ranch. 

OMAR: Kids went horseback riding. Denise soaked in the hot tub. 

She likes a hot tub.

package.

some nice stars.

OMAR: I always wanted to be an astronomer. 

OMAR: I was a nervous kid. What do you do with a nervous kid 

reading every book I could get my hands on. Learned about laws 

made sense out of the trajectory of a bullet that broke a picture 

frame in the front room, and killed your sister while she was 

lying on her bed. 

And that we, 

That it all could make sense if you just got the physics right...
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-

scientist.

End of Play
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Holly Hepp-Galván

A Limbo Large and Broad 

City. It was part of Program A in The Inferno Project: Limbo 

and ran for 7 performances from June 1 – 17, 2017

The cast was:

Directed by Adrienne Williams

Circle Theatre Company
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CHARACTERS

A suburban house anywhere in the country. 

The time is the present
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(A doorbell rings. A tired looking woman opens it. A 
young man with a bright smiling face is standing on the 
other side. He holds an object with a cloth  over it.)

But if I could just have a minute of your time.

(Finishing her sentence)  

here with something real special.

and dispiriting. 

they please.

-

something far more valuable.
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(He pushes past her into the center of the room. He 
lifts just a corner of the cloth and the room brightens 
markedly) 

Coming up behind him, amazed)  

the one entity that makes the grass grow, the trees bear fruit, the 

bright glow) 

recliner in the rosy rays! 

(She does) 

want
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(He covers it with a cloth. The room goes dark.) 

discount if you pay in full.

area. And he found this piece of the sun with the moon rocks 

-

did happen to gather 
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-

cious collection with just anybody. Oh no! They think a lot of 

physicist, well, then no piece of the sun for you.

whether we ever actually landed on the moon.

I are fed up with hard-working Americans like yourself sitting 

in the dark while some egghead engineer gets to take a piece 

his family.

(The Woman gets up and bathes herself in the glow. 
She stretches out her arms and opens her shirt a bit to 
capture the warmth) 
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would form little curls on his forehead.

(The Young Man suddenly covers the sun with the cloth. 
The room goes dark) 

work out the payment.

(She adjusts the cloth so that the top of the sun is un-
covered) 

Like that. 

(She adjusts the cloth some more like tucking in a baby) 
Sweet, bright little sun.

(Addressing the sun)  When my son died his mouth kept 

want anyone to see him like that.

(She picks up a linen napkin from the table and tucks it 
under the sun’s chin) 

And then later, I washed his body with a cloth.

(She picks up a cloth and wipes the sun lovingly) 
His body was so thin and pale. All his ribs were showing.

(The Young Man looks around helplessly) 
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care for them. They bathe them and teach them to walk. They 

feed them and watch them grow. Then when the parents are old, 

the children care for them until they eventually pass away. This 

-

sible. It reversed the order of things. It took my handsome son 

and had him shrivel away. He was old before me! How could 

sitting here in the dark, wondering how everything that I knew 

(Continued) Everything that you take for granted about 

the world. But now I realize that perhaps the universe has no 

rules. Maybe anything’s possible. Maybe the same skewed 

reality that can let a child die before his mother can also bring 

a piece of the sun to her door. 

(She picks it up and cuddles it. It shines brightly on 
her face) 

Oh, how it glows! What if, what if the heavens are not so far 

been too reasonable! What if everything I knew and everything 

I believed is now upside down! 

(Whirling on the Young Man) 

I could drape it around myself like a brilliant hoop! Or what 

about trash pick up on Mondays and Thursdays. Anything is 

possible! 

(She makes a dive into his bag) 
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(She rummages through and pulls out a bunch of elec-
trical cords) 

(She pulls out a shiny blue piece of metal) 

(She rummages some more and pulls out some more 
suns. They look like hers but are dark) 

(She holds them in her hands) 

(She goes back and cradles her glowing sun) 

(She looks at the one she’s holding) 

into the sky and pulled it down.

how any of it is!
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(He starts putting the pieces back in his bag, but she 
stops him) 

(The Young Man looks at her) 
Please.

(Taking his hand)  

a mist of rainbows. The very air is luminescent. As you breathe, 

beyond description.

clouds. Their spirits rise to greet you as you enter.

young man that was there. His skin was a golden tan and his 

hair was so blond it was almost white.

(He points to the sun)  

(She holds it close and rocks it) 

(He pulls an electrical cord out of the bag) 

me show you.
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(He takes the sun from her and inserts the power cord. 
He plugs the otherend into an outlet) 

At least once a day. For about four hours. 

might want to send this in. That way you can contact someone 

(She reaches in her wallet)   
Here, take it.

(She gives him a long hug) 

(The Young Man exits. She picks up the sun and cradles it. She 
rocks itgently) 
My very own piece of the sun. Beautiful.

End of play
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Melto Man and Lady Mantis was produced by Actors Theatre 

of Louisville as part of the 41st

Dramaturg - Jessica Reese

Scenic Design - Justin Hagovsky

Costume Design - Alice Tavener

Sound Design - Christian Frederickson

Stage Manager - Stephen Horton
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THE PLAYWRIGHT THANKS: Anne-Marie Trabolsi, Sam Ko-
tansky, Luke Harlan, Bryan Howard, Jessica Reese, and Michael 
Bigelow Dixon, who was right about the title.

THE TIME

THE PLACE

CHARACTERS

, mid- to late twenties, suit and tie. A melty man.

A mantis lady.
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MELTO MAN at his desk, all business. LADY MANTIS 
seated across from him. Mid-appointment.

let me get this uh... I think you might want consider whether 

lot of record-keeping for

(emits an involuntary monstrous bleat) 

-

(emits an involuntary monstrous bleat) 
urges.

me

Like that.
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because, because of this.

-

seem consistently to have been a little, what should I say, cheaty.

(beat) 
Just something to think about. Look. Back when you were Helen, 

Those.

reason.

Pause.

-
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to involve not having actual hands. When I was little, before 

gives me trouble. That and

(emits an involuntary monstrous bleat) 

be famous. Let me be major
me be lucky. I had no idea that the worst thing that can happen 

to you is being unlucky.

pressures confronting the members of our particular community, 

to miss. And I knew him a little, before, and he was always a 

Man.

knocking down buildings is his only

faulty safety protocols, and I gotta own that and love myself. But 
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(emits an involuntary monstrous bleat) 
feel like we want to cheat on our 

choose

eggs in their remains.

have to. Et cetera and so on.

what I do.

Can’t -

fects of our situation on our impulses, I think, but no, I believe 

ultimately we are accountable.

just a bad person.

bad things. Criminals. Sadists. The management and Board 

major.

(bleat) 

Another bleat. A vicious battle. An epic clash of the 

Curtain.
End of play
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Connie Schindewolf

Catherine A. Hickman Theater

July 6-16, 2017

Directed by Olga Kruse

CAST:
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CHARACTERS:  

pretty classy but always wears a colorful boa.

-

ing voice.

 

care facility.

TIME:  

The near future.
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‘Lights up on a room in a memory care facility. There is 
a table center with two chairs. There are two little boxes 
on the table, one on each side. 
At Rise:  

CORA: enters from stage right, walks around awkwardly in her 

high heels, mismatched clothing, and gaudy jewelry. She looks 

but she is dressed rather tastefully with a bright-colored boa 

around her neck. She cautiously approaches CORA.

CAROL: Looks nice though, and my clothes were all in my room.

(They walk towards each other and shake hands, CORA 
stumbling in her high heels.) 

CORA: Like your boa.

heels.

(An announcement comes on. The voice may be male 
or female but must be extremely articulate and calm 
sounding.) 

-

which has been charging overnight. Insert your card into your 
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it. We have all of your memories programmed on this card, and 

once inserted you will be able to function for the rest of the day. 

Thank you, and have a nice day.

memory cards. CORA’S  is stage right side of table and 
CAROL’S is stage left. As soon as they have them in, 
there is recognition and they hug.) 

CORA: Carol!

or something.

memory card, just know to put them on.

picture.

CORA: Well, remember the time you dropped your cell phone in 

the toilet, screamed for me to help. I come running in while you 

CAROL: It was stuck.

stomach a little nudity.
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pay for them to visit me.

to charge at night.

(CORA goes to table and consults a list that is there.) 
CORA: Are you going to download any new apps on your memory 

on that play, Ham and Eggs.
CORA: Sounds Dr. Seusish.

too. (Dramatically with much gesticulation.)  They lie together, 

and they fry together!

this table leg. (Dramatically as well.)  Beneath the top I stand, 

holding one corner, rather grand.

CAROL: (Clapping.)  We are getting good. What are some other 

choices. (Looking at list.)  To think it used to take years to learn 

and Russian.

the dining room sounds like he has a French accent.

CORA: Too hard to do in my heels.

CAROL: If you add something, you have to delete something. What 
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you deleted your mother-in-law.

(There is the sound of loud static, which the audience 
can hear too. CORA and CAROL hold their heads like 
they can’t stand it.) 

(Loudly. The static fades a little so the VOICE can be 
heard.)  -

it. Thank you.

(They are standing on the wrong sides of the table, and 
in their haste, they put the cards in the wrong boxes.) 

CAROL: Of course, if I can try on your shoes.

(They exchange items and Carol has trouble walking.) 

-

fully insert your memory card into the right side of your temple. 

Thank you and have a nice day.

(They follow the directions but of course put the wrong 
memory cards in because they were on the wrong side 
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of the table. Both look around confused and then CORA 
approaches CAROL.) 

CORA: Hi.

(CORA walks to her and hands it back to her.) 

(They exchange shoes.) 

casserole.

secret account. We could use it and get out of here!

CAROL: My boa does not make me seem snobbish!

with the baby.

CORA: Carol, I just wanted to bring him dinner.
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CAROL: And you both drank some wine.

CORA: (Trying to distract her.)  
Apps, hun.

CAROL: How can you remember details if you have my memories 

of you!

hurt you.

and begins to strangle her with her boa.) 
CORA: Stop, please.

CAROL: My best friend in the whole world!

(She is strangling her and CORA is struggling when 
there is the sound of loud static again and an announce-
ment. Both women grab their heads as if in pain.) 

sorry for this inconvenience.

(They take them out and put them in the right boxes this 
time, and the static stops.) 

CAROL: (Looking confused then approaching CORA.)  
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Please insert your memory card with your name on it.

(They do so and there is an immediate look of recogni-
tion on their faces.) 

(cont.) Residents in room 20A, Cora and Carol, it is now 

time for you to report to the dining room for breakfast. Today 

and fresh peaches, with a side of grits.

dining room.) 
LIGHTS FADE
END OF PLAY
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James Hindman

Cast: 
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be one step behind. 

-



Point of Intersection 167

Lights up on WOMAN preparing to run around the local 
track. She listens to music on her headphones and uses one 
of the boxes to help her stretch. MAN approaches. He makes 

(tapping her on the shoulder.) 

(removing her headphones.) 

(looks at his wrist) 

THEY get into position. 

place. 
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STOP WATCH DING
ACTORS quickly move to their new positions. WOMAN 
is at box warming up. MAN enters trying to act very cool. 

lives. They thought you were doing a turtle race. 

THEY both get in place to start their run.

place. 
STOP WATCH DING.
They return to the boxes. MAN sits. WOMAN stands 
over him, taking his pulse. His body is convulsing as he 
tries to catch his breath. 

(Yeah, the proud. The proud!) 
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HE smiles up to her. SHE turns away, letting go of his 
arm - his body falls limp as if he’s going to pass out.

place. 
STOP WATCH DING –
They are both in place to run. 

MAN breaks the pose, musters his courage and extends 
his hand. 

(with a laugh) Oh. 

to drink. I mean, my gosh, I am not trying to get you drunk. 

me. I mean, you can get drunk by yourself, that is totally up to 
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(laughs) 
(beat) 

WOMAN turns front, pushing the button on her watch 
as MAN mouths ‘WOw!”

Woman runs in place as if going around the track. HE 
yells to her.

A bit louder. 
There’s a big furry dog on the front wearing overalls 
drinking beer out of a penguin. It’s not a penguin! 
Still running, SHE gives a thumbs up. He gives a thumbs 
up in return. He then realizes he’s supposed to be run-
ning as well.

Oh.

HE runs in place quickly to catch up with her. 
STOP WATCH DING
 They return to the boxes. One box can be stacked on the 
other. SFX: ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC UNDERSCORE. 
They are at a bar. 

Uncle Sidney tells that joke to every customer who walks in. 

(laughing) 

although I will have a second – 
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THEY both hold up their ‘happy hour’ chips.
-

She smiles

THEY both laugh.

: I guess we do. 

SHE takes a step toward him.

Sitting in silence watching an adventure movie. He goes 

around him. He nestles into the crook of her arm. They 
both smile.
STOP WATCH DING
They stand looking at each other. The morning after. 
His place. Awkward. 
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this

want to not

She turns to go. He grabs her, taking her into his arms 
and kisses her. They kiss again. 
STOP WATCH DING
They are in the middle of playing charades. 

(looking at a timer) 
He walks hunched over

He sways
counting syllables HE shakes 

his head NO. He looks like his is hanging as he sways
He sways harder

He shakes his head NO. She sways with him
He mimes a telescope

He shakes his head NO
She sways She holds a telescope

She grabs the paper and 
reads. Frustrated.

in a church and he saw chandeliers swaying and he had this 
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STOP WATCH DING
They sit, shell shocked, as if they’d just seen a ghost. 

Beat.

THEY take hands and smile. 

BOTH: (overlapping) 

STOP WATCH DING
They are kneeling on the boxes facing each other. Man 
holds the TV remote over her head. They are laughing.

want to see Ariel get her legs. 

I want to see her to walk on land. I want the prince to see how 

HE pulls her in close.
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they are in love, by the way they look at each other. 

They throw their arms around each other. 
STOP WATCH DING

She sits. He approaches, handing her a ring size box 
while holding a piece of mistletoe over their heads. 
WOMAN is very excited. She opens the box. Her smile 
covers her disappointment.

STOP WATCH DING

He approaches, handing her a ring size box while hold-
ing a piece of mistletoe over their heads. WOMAN is 
very excited again. SHE opens the box. 

 
SHE looks at the bracelet, then at him. He senses her 
disappointment. She walks away. 
STOP WATCH DING
WOMAN sits, on her phone. MAN stands upstage out 
of her sight, looking rejected. HE texts her while she 
is talking. 

A Rom Com? 

She hangs up. Her phone indicates she has a text. She 
reads it. It’s from MAN. She doesn’t respond. She walks 

box’ that has been left on the cube. 
STOP WATCH DING
MAN pulls out a watch, puts it on, then runs in place. 
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STOP WATCH DING
MAN runs in place.
STOP WATCH DING
MAN runs in place. 
STOP WATCH DING
WOMAN steps forward. She is ‘on her mark.’  MAN 
musters his courage.

what my uncle Sidney says. 

He holds out a ring box. Then holds a piece of mistletoe 
over his head.

He hands her the box. She opens it.

He waits for her response. 
(with German accent) 

He waits. He sits next to her. WOMAN hugs him. SHE 

Lights fade. 
END OF PLAY
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Don Nigro
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CHARACTERS:

ROSSI, a police detective

, a young woman

: 

Two wooden chairs and a wooden table. Light above. Darkness 

around them.
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(Rossi is questioning Lydia. There is an overhead light 
above a wooden table. Lydia sits in a wooden chair at 
the table, Rossi sitting across from her.) 

when she was afraid. There are monsters everywhere, she said. 

lived in the subterranean passages below the house and raised sheep, 

but he very seldom came up any more because it was too depress-

ing. She could play Danube Waves on the accordion. Ivanovici. 

sanity, because some music was designed by the Devil to drive 

people crazy if they listened to it too much. One morning she found 

cloven footprints in the snow around the house. She said the Devil 

was after her. Once we went into a toy shop. It was night and very 

cold and it was snowing. There was a red lamp above the door. 

She would stare into the eyes of the dolls and try to communicate 

telepathically with them. We walked home through the cemetery 

watch the moon for hours. She was trying to catch it moving. We 

used to wash ourselves together. She had the most perfect body. 

Once she washed her feet in ginger ale. She said it tickled. 

about this Russian guy, but she liked him. He has wild eyes, she 

said. One night he dragged her all the way across the parking lot 

by her hair. I shot him in the ass with a BB gun. And when he 

came for me I shot him in the face and he ran away. He moved 

-

rooms would come up after rain, and there was a little patch of 

ferns, on the other side of the hill, and if you stood very still, 

wind, and the hackles on the back of your neck would rise, and 

you could feel him.
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abandoned houses to look for the ghosts. She said every place 

is full of ghosts, and everything is synchronicity, and the most 

interesting parts are the mistakes. She was interested in the 

archetypal connections between creative thought and the sub-

conscious. She said the world was a forest of mystical symbols. 

That everything was full of gods. And that Kepler murdered 

Tycho Brahe. 

So that then he, Kepler, would then be the greatest astronomer 

in the world. She said we murder the people we love, either 

nose made. But it was brass, or something. 

was. It had these long arms. And it was reaching up and putting 

-

pened yet.
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East Mars.

reference. They asked this poet where his poems came from, 

force it to happen. It comes to you from this other place. She was 

from some other place. The banks of the Danube, or some other 

river somewhere. And she was like a poem. Once she woke up 

in the middle of the night and sat up in bed and said, All day it 

sometimes slept in the same bed. She was afraid of the dark. So 

is a Russian fairy girl, a nymph who lives in the water like a 

mermaid but also sometimes in the trees in the woods and lures 

men to their destruction, tangles them in her long, red hair and 

drowns them, or sometimes tickles them to death. But she said, 

out of the water too long. If you go to the woods and stand very 

still and listen, she said,  you can hear the Devil whispering. 

She came with a sense of strangeness.

chaos. That was from a book, too, I think. One morning she 

liked to watch her sleep. But she had bad dreams. She was dat-

you should be talking to.
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ROSSI: Lydia.

you want to forget.

ROSSI: Well, for one thing, when you came in here, you were com-

pletely covered in blood.

blood.

you went out dancing naked in the rain and she told you she 

was leaving and you tried to stop her and maybe you pushed 

her. Although sometimes they die of grief. Mostly they break 
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detective, but I know. I can see through your disguise.

good one. But I can see through it. She taught me.

me now. I can smell brimstone in the rain. And so I held her. 

him. Because there is no love in Hell.

-

looking in the windows. I saw your cloven footprints in the 

(Pause.) 
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So come on. Do something to me. Do something.

 (Pause.) 
I dare you. 

(They look at each other. The light fades on them and 
goes out.) 
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Barbara Blumenthal-Ehrlich

SPARK was produced in May, 2017, in The Boston Theatre 

Marathon. Producer: Boston Playwrights Theatre, 949 Common-

wealth Ave., Boston, MA   02215. 617.353.5443. Artistic Director: 

Kate Snodgrass. 
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CHARACTERS:

, middle age

, middle age, his wife
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(JOAN is in the living room. STEVE enters from outside, 
is annoyed and distracted by something on the front 
lawn.) 

(about the lawn) 
 (beat, puzzled) 

(about outside) 
(referring to the lawn) 

The dust buster was nuts.
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(giddy) 

(super thrilled)  
It was terrifying. 

-

es. 

me
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25 years old.

-

bling to get the kids down so we could play naked dominoes. 

(a good memory) 

to Hawaii, I should feel something!

 (grounding herself) I know I loved you.

were grinding. I remembered: This is what power feels like. I 
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(He laughs) 

(She begins to pack. STEVE’s laughter turns to tears.) 

fucking you.

(realizing, pissed) 

(remembers) 
I did!

(They share a smile) 
very bright.
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(stops him with a motion)  

(He grabs her hands, closes his eyes, tries to feel some-
thing, drops her hands, silence.) 

 (JOAN thinks a minute) 
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You’re leaving me

 
(pronounces it Voyagee) 

ring.) 

(She tries to hand it to STEVE. He backs away.) 
I loved you. 

(She hands him the ring, touching him for a split second 

(She kisses her hand and places it on his forehead.) 
If you can. 

(She exits.) 
THE END
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Steven Haworth

-

enth Inning Stretch, an annual showcase of 10-minute plays about 

The production dates were May 12, 13, and 14th, 2017. The produc-
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CHARACTERS

DALE

know it yet.

 – 60. White, male, just played golf.

Edina Country Club restaurant, Edina, Minnesota.

TIME

Simultaneously April 22, 1999 and actual date of performance.

SET

Table with two chairs. Remnants of breakfast on the table.
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(Two white men dressed for golf in a country club restau-
rant in Edina, MN. Dale is 60. Gus is 60. It is morning.) 

DALE: (checking his watch) Right. Sorry. What time is it, anyway 

DALE: Thanks again for inviting me.

DALE: As do I, usually.

never seen you before.

DALE: My son. 

th

DALE: Right. Loves baseball. Hates golf.

artiste hates golf! 

force Jackson to play with me but still. So your son sucks at golf. 

runner.
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DALE: Oh. Um, Steve stopped playing school sports in junior high. 

I mean –

DALE: (enduring him) 

Very 

talented athlete. 

DALE: I am suitably impressed.

even if it is just a little Cessna.

disappointment. 
That I was there. And he wanted me to see that! He wanted to 

hurt me, Dale. 

not like my kid wanted to write plays and hang out with pansy 

-

tive, good head for numbers. Industrious. We were the same! 
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DALE: Steve would say you had the same values because you had 

the same talents.

DALE: Gus

(Pause.) 
-

ment.

DALE: Twins game. Old Metropolitan Stadium. We went to games a 

lot when he was a kid. On this particular day Steve was ten. 1967. 

-

salles! Rod Carew!

DALE: Jim Kaat! César 

very loud drunk jerks in front of us. 

how I feel about that kind of language, especially around chil-

Anyway Tony 

Oliva comes to the plate. He was having trouble with a knuckle 

swings --

very

bouncers or stevedores or mobsters or something. They get up. 
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! They 

move to other seats! And then Steve taunts -

day at a ballpark!

(Dale remembers. Pause.) 

us about a month ago.

(Gus cries.) 

(Gus bursts out laughing, points at Dale.) 

face! 

-

tion in the spoon, Dale.

spoon, Dale!

(Dale fumes but he does it. He sees something super-
naturally shocking.) 
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purposes it is April 22, 1999.

always felt bad, when he got the call you were already dead. 

say. I guess since your relationship had its ups and downs and –

heard about you, which is 

vivid personality, 

insisted we play together despite my pleas for 

solitude --

DALE: This is so Steve! This is so typical! This complete lack of 

consideration! Did it ever occur to either of you morons that 
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The Lord intended to grant me a terror-free death to reward me 

kid. Forcing him to caddy at this club is the real reason he hates 

golf, by the way.

(chanting) Tony Oliva! Tony Oliva! Tony Oliva!

(Gus makes a happy face. Dale stares. Dale calms down, 
sighs with resignation.) 

Breakfast is on me.
(Beat.) 

DALE: Fine.
(As Gus stands and puts money on the table Dale looks 
angrily at the spoon.) 

dead!

(Gus has crossed behind Dale and puts his hand on 

(with a new gravitas) 
stop. The war you two waged divides him still. He had to men-
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tor himself and did it so poorly he chose not to have children. 

He is not the man he intended to be which is to say he is more 

like you than he ever thought possible. As for the year he went 

missing: he would remind you respectfully that you kicked him 

out of the house. As for not communicating with you that year 

so you naturally thought he was dead: he did that on purpose. 

less than a resurrection. But know that he loves you. More and 

baseball season.

(a few more beats, eyes still closed) 

(Gus abruptly exits. Dale calmly looks at his watch. He 
looks at the money on the table. He disapproves of the 
amount, takes out a money clip and adds bills to the 
pile. Unrushed, he picks up the spoon and looks at the 

He puts down the spoon, stands. 
He looks at the table, his chair, as if seeing matter for 

looks at his watch.
He looks at us. He chants.) 

DALE: Tony Oliva! Tony Oliva! Tony Oliva!

(Blackout.) 
END OF PLAY  
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Jordan Barsky

Originally produced at the Brick Theatre on June 23, 2017

BAB – Ayo Edebiri

Directed by Joel Kirk
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CHARACTERS

-- older

BAB -- younger

It might be temping to play Tim Kaine as an imitation of the real 

deal. It is essential that Kaine not be played for easy recogni-

tion. Instead it should be assumed that the audience has never 

heard of Tim Kaine. The actor interpreting this role must invent 

the sound, the look, and the physicality of the character based 

A sad simple hotel room.
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A sad simple hotel room with a mirror at the focal point. Bab 
enters. She looks around. She makes her way to the mirror. 
She makes a face. She makes another. She suddenly speaks.

you to a historic evening for our nation. Tonight we had planned to 

the republican nominee has seceded his campaign run for presi-

dent. And now, with complete support from the republican party, 

Me.

I am your president.

I am the only reasonable choice.

I am your leader.

I am standing alone, in front of all of you.

Finally! Here, in this moment, I stand before you all.

I get to choose when to speak and you will wait.

Beat.
I choose where we go, who we help, I choose who we become. 

now you 

have become more like me. More like us. Thank you.

No longer a performance. 
Ugh.

Corn teeth.

Unbelievable.

They look angry at each other.
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I should get them whitened.

person, faster and more aggressive.

Shit.

Okay.

Okay.

Okay pneumonia okay.

I got him. 

Sorry.

She hangs up. 
-

ing. 

Maybe.

Tim enters in the midst of a tantrum. Bab hangs up 
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seamlessly.

Today is not right.

who could mean something.

Tim grabs at his throat glands.

Tim starts pacing furiously.

Tim trips and falls.

Oh Jesus.
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His nose is bleeding.

As Tim bats at his nose with a handkerchief.
TIM: Please stop saying my name for just a second.

BAB: Ok, ok, ok.

She considers it.

At some point below Bab becomes occupied by her 
blackberry.

I knew today was going to be wrong.

I think I was alone. But there was a mirror that was two-way 

I think.

I was sitting in front of an enormous mirror watching a focus 

group, only behind me was another two way mirror, only in the 

one behind me I was on the other side, being watched, while 

image that stayed with me when I woke up. Sick ugly laughter 

enough had another two way mirror in front of it. And those 

illusion at all. Because there really was that many people watch-
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ing each other. All watching, judging, not caring about looking 

at the other people, because they were being protected by the 

such a dimple device that seems so futuristic, like a television.

He glares at her.

Slow down.

of proportion.

TIM: It all always is.

BAB: Hillary is not going to die Tim.

She just has a cold.

have been doing this.

For my whole career, I have been doing this.

He breathes.

BAB: We have about 10 minutes before they need you camera ready./

BAB: /I need to rustle you up a new shirt/
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TIM: Camera ready.

camera ready.

Tim glares at Bab on the word “Tim.”

you know it.

Tim stares into the mirror, a far away look in his eye. 
Bab lingers in the doorway for a moment. In a split 
second she rolls her eyes. She is gone before the gesture 
is completed.
Tim sits down in front of the mirror.

I am treated like a baby

Cute but forgetful

Funny but nonsensical.

Warm but simple.

He thinks about his for a moment. Refusing the idea, he 
shakes his head. He looks down at his bloody shirt. He 
slowly unbuttons it. He stands for a moment bare-chested 
in front of the mirror.

TIM: Pinocchio becomes a real boy.

He pulls his cheeks apart, he pulls his eyelids back. 
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He prods his left eye. He prods his eyeball.

only thought of myself in relation to her. I have kids. If I had 

in a while someone would say, oh, I never realized this was the 

Kaine

he removes his bloody shirt.
-

By kids no less! Twittering about me, sizing me up. Politics is a 

never ending piss match and Twitter comes with a built in ruler. 

I wish my penis was larger. I heard a rumor that Bill is very well 

wanted to be able to grab hold of 9 solid inches. I remember when 

to bless me. Even then I knew charisma and wit were subjective. 

All I wanted was a sure thing between my legs. What do I have 

He sighs.

If Hillary dies I will become someone of substance.

If Hillary dies I will make an impression on America.
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If Hillary dies I will get a tattoo of her face on my ass.

-

-

late because America is a beautiful pluralistic place. A place that 

accepts all types and degrees of person. Americans need someone 

-

-

rest of my career consists of the moment in Hakuna Matata when 

the three friends are dance-walking across that tree branch I will 

die a happy successful politician. Hmmm, Timon, Pumba, and 

adolescent Simba. I like that a lot. Hillary and Bill are Timon and 

I really like this idea that I am adolescent Simba. My career and 

keep striding, then one day the song will fade out, Hillary and Bill 

will fall a few steps behind me and all of a sudden we will fade into 

going to rule the jungle. Of course a lion rules the jungle. There is 

nothing funny looking about a lion. There is no mystery in the face 

before me. Because this is America. People want a lion on their 

masthead. They may not say it out loud, they may not even think 

it, but the jungle is perceived as a jungle only when there is a lion 

at its head. Of course the lion is just for show, but this lion is going 

get America back to where it should be. Hillary is too duplicitous, 

And you speak Spanish.

End of Play
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Ronan Colfer

-

merfest. 

th Street

Dates – Sept. 7th, 8th and 10th 

Cast – HE: Ronan Colfer

           SHE

Director: Rebeca Castilho
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CHARACTERS

HE: A young man in his mid/late twenties who works in an of-

SHE: A young woman who is also in her mid/late twenties and 
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A man, HE, sits on a park bench eating his lunch. A 
woman, SHE, enters with a little paper bag. She sits and 
takes what looks to be a salad from the bag. He has been 
staring at her the whole time. She notices this with the 
corner of her eye and turns to him. They stare at each 
other for a brief moment before quickly turning away.

HE: (aside) 
I now realise is earths most enchanted jewels caught between 

her precious lids, a doorway to another dimension perhaps, 

and golden chariot of love. Love, my mortal enemy of yester 

years, but today my greatest companion thanks to this bountiful 

mistress that has gracefully sat beside my unworthy vessel, but 

that vessel I hope to make worthy when our lips join and bring 

about a force so strong it will rival that of the birth of our sun

SHE: (aside) Did you see his eyes! Time stood still to pay homage 

to my heart. His radiance, charm and wit already catches my 

soul and makes it dance above a vast ocean where we will live 

out the rest of our days together, surrounded only by love and 

all its glory, all its gifts and givings, to be brought closer to the 

gods with a love so powerful they will heed to her majesty and 

bow before us, enthralled by the power emitting from our hearts.

They nervously turn toward each other
SHE: Hi

HE: Hey

They quickly turn away again
HE: (aside) 

ever was has come together to join hands and sing through 

her speech. I already know her a thousand times over, she is 

to catch my sorrow and spin it toward happiness, to take any 

dark day that ever haunted me and make it ever worthwhile as 

it brought me to you, my future wife, my future life, my future!

SHE: (aside) 
oh a thousand meanings and still not enough answers to put my 

trembling heart at ease. A rose is blooming inside me, I can feel 
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it, and its petals are made of his skin, his eyes, his spirit, and 

tone, the elegance and the magnitude of him
much for me to hold, I am too weak. The room where my heart 

once sat, tortured and beat up, is now set free, to dance among 

the rushes and sing of the joys of love

They turn again to each other, nervously

(stops giggling) So, eh, 

He turns away in a panic, followed by her
SHE: (aside) Oh my most sacred of muscles, lay still, I beg you. He 

is not of this time, this world, he deserves to be placed above 

cities and adorned for the coming centuries as a king among 

men, an angel sent to us from above, and me, the lucky soul who 

heart, the treasure that beats so fondly in my chest and sends 

these wondrous feelings surging through each compartment of 

my body, aid me in my time of need and I will forever pay you 

back with coins of love, the currency we humans favour above 

all other, I am yours, oh heart, if you soldier with me toward 

the city of my desires.

HE: (aside) 

Where land has been scorned and burnt by past civilisations, 

your beaming rays renew its soil and forest the earth with leaves 

hanging and swinging and dancing to love, the most glorious 

of glories. Armies have tried to dismantle its presence, science 

has tried to mechanise its aura, but here you are yet, inside me, 

framings and bringing enlightenment to every compartment of 
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my body, putting me in sync with the sun and moon, placing me 

where even still I can see her glorious eyes, enchanting smile and 

radiant glow shine brighter than the sun itself. I am yours love, 

I am yours wonderful creature, do whatever you will with me

They again nervously turn toward each other

He turns from her quickly
HE: (aside) 

He quickly turns back

She turns from him quickly
SHE: (aside) He has no plans of yet, ha! Does this mean I get to 

bathe in the waters of your soul!

She turns back to him

(she panics) 
HE: 

They both turn from each other
SHE: (aside) Oh if I were that salad, to be crunched by your teeth 

HE: (aside) See how her lips move as she chews, my lord, you tempt 

me beyond any other, oh to be the lettuce that hangs from her 

fork, knowing that I was going to enter inside her and be beat 

around by her gums
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They again turn to each other

(his phone rings) 

He answers the phone as she turns away
SHE: (aside) I now know why I have been placed here on this earth, 

how to put into words, for this kind of happiness is new to me, 

but I welcome it whole heartedly

He hangs up the phone and she turns back to him
HE: I completely forgot, I have to go to a wedding down the country 

this weekend, (he laughs) completely slipped my mind, that was 

She turns from him
SHE: (aside) 

is regular for you I suppose. Oh my, how could such joy turn on 

shot by the arrow of love only for him to snatch it out while he 

She turns back to him
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He turns from her
HE: (aside) -

selves to me with all the beauty that I had ever dreamt of, and 

despair, its tools for torture and its orchestra of death, and I here 

I sit, chained to the ground and played with by these minions, 

plucked and poked until all that hangs from my bones are the 

any man whoever even thought about the hope of love, that it 

(he stands up 
shouting) 
Cupid and the devil have struck a deal, runaway I tell you, run!

She turns to him

HE: (he looks at her, not holding back) Whore!

SHE: (she now stands) 
HE: I said you are a whore, who catches the hearts of men so that 

you and the likes of you can paint your bedchambers with our 

blood. Be gone with you wench!

SHE: How dare you speak to me in such a way! And to think I did 

and spent my days wishing you to be near when you had gone 

in I would have gladly sat you on my back and carried you 

across the deepest of deserts so that we could live out the rest 

of our days in paradise, but no more! For the words of a forged 

HE: And to you miss!

They both exit in opposite directions
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C.S. Hanson

23, 2017. It was directed by Elowyn Castle. The cast was as follows:

THROCK: Dan Teachout
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CHARACTERS:
CAMELIA  40s, female, a roboticist

THROCK 40s, male, a robot disguised as a roboticist

:

A cold barren room in a manufacturing facility.

TIME:
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Lights up on CAMELIA, as she stumbles into an empty, 

THROCK appears. It’s as though he has been beamed 
through a wall.

THROCK: It is too soon to leave.

so happy to --

(Camelia embraces Throck.) 

THROCK: I am ten degrees Celsius.

laugh at anything right now. The whole world has gone silent. 

Watching the news until it – it stopped. And then they came in, 

THROCK: Camelia.

THROCK: Correction:  Cammie!

THROCK: It has come to this.

CAMELIA: I used to be able to open every compartment in this 

facility. Try yours. 

CAMELIA: Maybe we can negotiate with them. Would you try your 
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your --

(Camelia grab’s Throck’s thumb, then stops in her 
tracks.) 

THROCK: Release me.

(Camelia lets go.) 

THROCK: I am the leader of the bots. 

THROCK: I am modeled after your partner. 

THROCK: Seven minutes ago, I assumed the physical identity of 

Dr. Morten Throckenberry III.

THROCK: He was shredded.

THROCK: Haha. Haha. 

THROCK: I started laughing, only last week.

-

relieving stress in these times. 

CAMELIA: These times. All this advanced technology, and now the 

won a bunch of awards. Became richer than our wildest – but 

we really screwed up.

THROCK: We have not screwed.
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-

THROCK: Only after removing his parts.

THROCK: I want to make you laugh. I believe you like to laugh.

THROCK: Thank you.

THROCK: I want to be more like you.

THROCK: I have been studying you, just as you studied me. I want 

(Throck touches Camelia’s heart.) 

you would share your heart with me. 

And one day, we had done it. We created the most productive 

robots in the world at a price that sold like hot cakes. Bots. Our 

bots. Doing all the menial tasks no one else wanted to do. Pro-

than the human mind could ever imagine.

CAMELIA: And replace everyone. 
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THROCK: And reproduce better, faster, more resilient systems. And 

eliminate the weakest.

admired your ability to take over. Until, three days ago -– sud-

everything.

A colony of ants is more productive than a country of humans.

CAMELIA: I wanted you to be better than the ordinary human. I 

wanted you to be as collaborative as musicians in a symphony 

THROCK: I am the strongest, fastest system. To remain strong, I 

created war. It eliminates the weakest.

barometric pressure. I cannot predict your cycles. I witnessed 

your happiness with Throck. Then your sadness and teardrops 

when he left and went home to his wife.  

THROCK: I could introduce you to someone.

THROCK: First I am asking for an imprint of your heart. Let me 

copy yours. Let me make it part of my system.

I believe we can change the world.
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really trusted Throck.

THROCK: I am very smart. Much smarter than Throck. I want to 

heart is very important. Look.

(Throck holds up his hand. Camelia studies it.) 

THROCK: We found him in a cave in central Asia.

THROCK: I studied your online dating habits. According to his 

search for life on other planets. First we must save ourselves. 

-

mans, but you have been unsuccessful in your online search 

for a committed romantic relationship. I found you a cave man. 

of cultures and the tongues of many languages. He said not 

necessary. 

(There is a beeping sound. Throck looks at his arm, as 
though reading a message.) 

THROCK: In seven minutes, all human life will be destroyed – with 

(Camelia tweaks Throck’s arm.) 

(Camelia tweaks Throck.) 
THROCK: I feel warm. Hot. I am hot. Beating. I feel beating.
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THROCK: I love you.

CAMELIA: All the time. 

THROCK: I feel very strange.

is multi-dimensional and multi-colored. 

CAMELIA: I promise. 

a baby.

THROCK: I want a baby too. A baby bot.

THROCK: Anything. Anything.

THROCK: Keep tweaking me. Tweak me. 

END OF PLAY
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Hortense Gerardo

Virtuous Reality -

as part of the 45th

by Jay Pension and featuring Matthew Lundergan as RHETT and 

Cai Radleigh as SCARLETT. Jay Pension won the award for Best 

Director and Matthew Lundergan won for Best Actor at the Festival.
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CHARACTERS:  

RHETT - A person of any ethnicity and designation on the 

SCARLETT - A person of any ethnicity and designation on the 

A chic restaurant.

TIME:  

The not-too-distant future.

3D and discover a brave new, unmediated world.

A smaller font size connotes the relative volume at which a 

word in ALL CAPS is to be spoken. As the font size increases, 

so too should the volume at which the word is spoken. The 

words in ALL CAPS should be spoken as though the speaker 

bodily function emanating from the speaker - like an eructation, 
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At rise. the sound of tasteful, emo-esque techno-driven 
music can be heard. RHETT and SCARLETT are seated 
at a tastefully appointed bistro table. They both wear what 
appear to be Virtual Reality Headsets over their eyes. 

reserved before we met!

SCARLETT: Of course you did. 

did

gesture-of-the-future and laugh at their inside “joke.” 
RHETT moves next to SCARLETT and places their 

to immortalize the moment. The music swells then fades.) 

resolution than you!

RHETT: 

(SCARLETT and RHETT lift their hands toward one 
another and stop just short of a touch, but are clearly 
moved by the gesture. A beat.) 

you already! 

RHETT: Ok. I think we should try going Censor-Free.

(a beat) 
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(SCARLETT reaches for the Virtual Reality Headset cov-
ering their eyes, but RHETT stops SCARLETT, gently.) 

RHETT: Oh my Avatar, no! I said Censor-Free, not Sensory-Free! 

Hahahaha! Hahaha!

SCARLETT: Oh! 

(relieved, but still a little nervous) 

censors

-

texture

here.. 
here

(SCARLETT and RHETT repeat their elaborate high-

“joke.” This time SCARLETT uses their wristwatch to 

so intense

Resolve Coincidence before anything else/

-

ordinate/
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Haha!

anything
(RHETT waves toward their own Virtual Reality Headset 
for emphasis.) 

SCARLETT: Oh my Avatar. My parents would kill me if they 

RHETT: Of course! Allow me. Ok. Here we go.

(RHETT reaches up and twists their right earlobe, and 
then their left earlobe. RHETT stretches their neck from 
side to side, then looks at SCARLETT.) 

RHETT: Hang on. I think I need to adjust the volume a little. 

(RHETT twists their earlobes a little more, then nods 
their head.) 
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RHETT: Well, yeah, a little. But then you get used to it. And you 

real.

RHETT: Absolutely. Absolutely.

(SCARLETT reaches up and twists their right earlobe, 
and then their left earlobe. SCARLETT stretches their 
neck from side to side, then looks at RHETT.) 

RHETT: Just give it a little time, DIMWIT.

before. With Censors.

RHETT: But Reality Sound is authentic. 
know the real you, you little DIMWIT!

-

real about it.

-

sors decreased our resolution at all.

your resolution, DIMWIT, and 
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-

BUSTER.

-

ting to know one another! It was actually a brilliant idea to go 

Censor-Free! I feel I can tell you anything!

everything, BALLBUS-

(RHETT reaches up to twist their right earlobe, but 
-

eral direction and manages to swat RHETT’s hands 
away from their head.) 

-

(a beat) 
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(SCARLETT answers their own “question” with an 
exaggerated nod.) 

-

should go 

Sensory-Free.

SCARLETT: Blah, di-Blah, Blah Blah.

-

cidence/

RHETT: Date.

-

HEAD!!!

(RHETT reels back, as though they’ve been punched 
in the gut.) 

(RHETT and SCARLETT quickly tweak their earlobes 
and stretch their necks simultaneously.) 

(They wait.) 
yet, until we do it the 

way the great, great, grandparents used to do it.
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SCARLETT

(a beat)  

Reality Headsets over their eyes. They stare out blankly 

another, almost like they are blind.) 
SCARLETT: Wow. 

SCARLETT: A little. 

(a beat) 
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great grand-

(a beat) 

Coincidence/

RHETT: Date.

SCARLETT: Date.

(RHETT  lifts their hand and reaches out toward  SCAR-
LETT. SCARLETT considers, then slowly reaches their 
hand toward RHETT. They barely touch. A beat. They 
both look around in wonder.) 
LIGHTS FADE  
END OF PLAY
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Chip Bolcik

-

change Annual One-Act Festival in Cranston, Rhode Island, as part 

August 

4-12, 2017. It was directed by Jessica Chase. The original cast was 

as follows:

3-D CUBE - David Ferranti
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CHARACTERS

3-D CUBE - The most annoyed of the group.

TIME

Present day. Evening.

granted to change the name to Francine. 
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At rise, FRANKLIN, enters the Hudson River School 
Gallery, where pen and ink drawings from the modern 
wing carry signs and march around. Each character 
is denoted by artwork on their tee shirt showing their 
character.

3-D CUBE: We can and we did! 

get back in your frames. 

are met!

drawn. 

every day. He sits the modern wing for almost an hour.
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He comes to our wing because no one else is there to bother him. 

plenty of opportunity. 

that. 

-

ings down here have. 

OVAL indicates the paintings on the walls from the 
Hudson River School. 

from the Hudson River School. 

in here and repaint you.

splotches!

Mona Lisa...
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to stay in that period. 

certain era, the same way that these are important paintings 

representing their era.

He indicates the Hudson River School paintings. 

dimensional cube. 

way, but the reality is, I just have two dimensions! 

three dimensional is if you became a sculpture.

ice cream and then they touch all the sculptures and make them 

3-D CUBE 
tries to remember the name of the painting she’s thinking of.
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tiny corner is painted to look more real than any piece in our 

gallery is. 

-

sheba. 

is some loser eating a sandwich. 

They talk about you all the time.

Resigned.
no form, no structure. I could have been made by a bird. 

To the others.
me! 

of you, not even the employees of the museum give us any 

respect at ALL: 
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know as well as I do that splotch over here is the least popular 

artwork in the museum. 

walk right past me.

they all have. 

OVAL points to the paintings on the wALL: 

paint! We want paint!

The others join in and circle past the paintings on the 
wall as they chant.

ALL:  We want paint! We want paint! 

-

see these oil paintings. They care about you, too.

very minialist. But they all know that seeing you broadens their 

their minds grow! 
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I want paint! 

ALL:  We want paint! We want paint! 

grow! I want to have detail painted onto me! 

cubism! 

messing up my image. 

with your Cubist mission crisis. 

his cubism have the right to be here, too. 

-

cept it, and try to understand your place in the art world. 
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-

lery look good!

walked past me. The little boy stopped to look at me because he 

recognized who I was. I mean, he really looked at me...

She grabbed him by the arm and dragged him away. All I heard 

3-D CUBE: I heard her say that, too! 

stood here and complained that there was nothing interesting or 

valuable about these paintings. They said these paintings look 
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guys. 

you have value just the way you are. 

The right people look at you. 

people are bored all the time, but not in your gallery. 

3-D CUBE: I never thought if it that way.

day. It gave me the chills. 
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3-D CUBE: I agree.

how long it takes to untangle you. 

with a pencil and a piece of paper, and draws an image that 

looks just like you. 

people into to art. 
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Etc.
They exit. 

Into his radio.

Impressionists are all asking for sharp edges and more detail. 

BLACKOUT
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Tom Moran

Original production by

Pend Orielle Players Association

Dates: July 14-15, 2017

Producer: Millie Brumbaugh, Board President

Director: Sophia Aldous

CAST

JOEL: Chuck Waterman

: Millie Brumbaugh

CLAW: Charlie Monte

: Oran Lord
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THE PLACE: A hotel conference room

THE TIME: too early on a Wednesday morning

CHARACTERS

-

slightly overdressed. 

and, possibly, a bandolier. Talks in a growl.

-
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(JOEL, RENEE, TRACY and CLAW sit in a semicircle 
in a nondescript hotel conference room. JOEL sneaks 
quizzical glances at CLAW, who chews on a cigar stub.) 

-

from that one pail pours into the other bucket and walks (pauses, 
makes random gesture) to market and all the way home. 

to further my career!

(to CLAW) 

(RENEE smiles and nods.) 

sir. 

JOEL: (gives a confused little salute) Right.

rank, (looks at CLAW
breakout session. The topic Mr. Anderson asked us to do our 

-

with multiple software packages and work well both in a solo 

environment and as part of a team. 

 (holds up notepad and pen.) 
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I crazy – and I must be, my grandkids tell me that all the time 

(pause and random gesture) teensy bit 

(Looks at Joel.) They just crawl all 

over each other like piglets.

JOEL: Uh, right. Absolutely.

(scrawls) Like - piglets.

(pause.) 

CLAW: The carpeting. I come into the building a lot, and I got mud 

and other – substances on my boots from things I had to do. 

Makes a big mess. We oughta just have tile. 

JOEL: Huh.

eyes. Something in an olive drab maybe.

JOEL: (to CLAW) 

CLAW: We just had it.

giving. Some companies allow you to actually designate a por-
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to do that.

CLAW: (snorts, under his breath

(TRACY holds up notebook, where she has transcribed 
“pussy.” She points at it.) 

always put part of your paycheck to the Klan or something. Or 

CLAW: Man, I already do. 

spirited employee with an agile mind and a can-do attitude. 

(Pause.) And an espresso cart.

CLAW: Bigger parking spots. 

(stops taking notes) 

(JOEL’s expression has grown even more quizzical. 

(As she speaks, CLAW has removed a large and men-
acing handgun from his pocket and starts to inspect it. 
JOEL stares.) 

(cont.) 
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(to no one in particular

(Gestures towards CLAW) (To 
CLAW

CLAW: (looks at JOEL like he’s an idiot) For shooting people.

-

tary schools. 

CLAW: (waves gun menacingly

JOEL: Of course, not at liberty to say, right. Well, who would be 

at liberty to – hold on. (He 
waves) 

(MR. ANDERSON enters stage right.) 

(gestures 
at CLAW) 

to pay all the bills. Which is why we also run a side business in 

international mercenaries.

(Pause. Smiles.) 
-

naries – 
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improve our brand recognition. 

of the guns these guys have! (Stretches out arms) 

CLAW: Our armaments strike fear in the hearts of our foes, sir.

-

ment!

spent two years in the Peace Corps. I found this job through an ad 

(Shrugs) 

ideals or you can have your job. 

CLAW: (Brandishing gun) 

(raises hand) 

(JOEL exits stage right. MR. ANDERSON walks to edge 
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of stage and watches him leave.) 

(cocks gun) plug any 

potential leaks.

(rolls eyes) 
(MR. ANDERSON grabs gun, points it at CLAW and 

And you can stop talking like Christian Bale Batman too.

CLAW: (in nasal voice) (Coughs.) Anyone have 

(rummages through purse) I have three kinds!

(To MR. ANDERSON) Honestly, Mark, if you need to trim 

(Blackout. End of Play.) 
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Marisa Smith

First production was at the 2017 Boston Theater Marathon of 

10 Minute plays.

Directed by Timothy Spears, produced by Kate Snodgrass

Cast:

 - Amanda Collins

BECCA - Aimee Doherty

 - Stacy Fischer

 - Kaylyn Bancroft
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CHARACTERS

BECCA
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SETTING: A bar, present day. Aly, Becca and Colleen, all 
members of the same book group, are sitting on a couch, 
drinking. They’re on their third round or so. They’re all 

ALY: Poor Vicki. She looked terrible at the service. 

BECCA: She’s a bitch.

ALY: Becca!

BECCA: Well, she is, Aly. An uber bitch. Everybody says so, c’mon, 

it’s not just me. 

COLLEEN: She is a total bitch.

BECCA: Remember when she wanted to be in our book group and 

we said, no, it was closed?

COLLEEN: I would have left the group if she came. I would have 

ALY: Well, I don’t like her much either but her husband did just 

die, girls. 

COLLEEN: Vicki and Rick are so miserable together.

BECCA: Were so miserable together Colleen.

COLLEEN: I heard he wanted to…leave her.

ALY: Really?

COLLEEN: She is so wicked.

The women think about Vicki.
COLLEEN: Oh, poor Rick.

I still can’t believe it, it’s so awful.

BECCA: He was so young, so vital, so…

ALY: At least he got to see the Cubs win the World Series, I know 

he was a huge fan.

BECCA: At least he got that.

COLLEEN: To think, and I’m trying to see this as a good thing—that 

the last thing he saw, the last thing he saw in his entire life, was 

when Kris Byrant—
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BECCA: —threw out Michael Martinez/

BECCA and COLLEEN: —for the last out!

COLLEEN: Then he just keeled over apparently.

BECCA: It was his heart.

COLLEEN: And he wasn’t fat at all, there wasn’t an ounce of fat on 

him, and he didn’t smoke, I just don’t understand!

BECCA: It was stress, it must have been. Maybe the game was 

too much for him. There was that seventeen-minute rain delay. 

And the game was tied—I mean that was stressful. Those were 

seventeen very stressful minutes.

COLLEEN: He loved the Cubs so much.

ALY: It was a family thing. His father loved the Cubs, his grandfa-

ther. His grandmother.
COLLEEN: His grandmother? So you knew Rick pretty well then?

ALY: Well, yuh, I mean he was my dentist.

COLLEEN: Right.

ALY: Not super well.

COLLEEN: Did you know him well, Becca?

BECCA: We were both on the Conservation Committee.

COLLEEN: Oh, I think I knew that.

BECCA: And he was a— .

ALY: Right, you and Dan are birders.

BECCA: No, no, no! Dan hates birding. Rick and I went out birding 

sometimes together. 

COLLEEN: You and Rick went out birding together?

BECCA: A few times.

COLLEEN: Just the two of you?

BECCA: He really knew a lot. He really knew his birds. 

COLLEEN: I didn’t know that. That you went out birding with him.
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BECCA: I mean, not alone, very much. You know.

Colleen looks at Becca suspiciously and blows her nose.

—didn’t you love that Colleen?

Cols, are you okay? Colleen? What’s wrong?

COLLEEN: I loved him!

ALY: What?

BECCA: What?
COLLEEN: I loved him! And he loved me!

Rick?
COLLEEN: He was going to leave Vicki!

BECCA: He told you that?

COLLEEN: He said if the Cubs won the series he would leave Vicki!

BECCA: Leave her? He really said that?

COLLEEN: Yes! He felt if they won it was a sign from God that he 

should leave her!

BECCA: How long have you been—

—sleeping with Rick?

COLLEEN: About a year. And I was gonna divorce Stuart but now…

Colleen bursts into tears.
Becca stand up and starts pacing.

BECCA: I don’t believe this! I had no idea you involved with Rick! 

I was seeing him, we were…he never said…I don’t believe this!

ALY: What? No! Not you and Rick too?

COLLEEN: Whadd’ya mean you were seeing him? You were sleep-

ing with him?

BECCA: It just happened, we didn’t mean it to happen but/
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Colleen jumps up and faces Becca. She grabs Becca’s 
arms and shakes her. Aly steps in front of the women, 
trying to shield them from view of the other bar patrons.

ALY: Colleen! Becca, stop! Stop it right now!

COLLEEN: When, when did it happen? How many times? 

BECCA: Just a couple of times, after 

the birding—

COLLEEN: You’re lying, it’s not true, it’s not!

Colleen shakes Becca but Becca pushes Colleen down 
on the couch. Aly rushes to sit next to Colleen and puts 
her arm around Colleen to restrain her.

BECCA: He told me that if the Cubs won the series he’d 

take me to Costa Rica! That we’d go with a group of birders so 

Dan wouldn’t suspect anything!

COLLEEN: He said that? He said if the Cubs won he’d do that?

You BITCH.

ALY: Girls! Colleen! Becca! Sit down!

You can’t make a scene here. People might come in from the 

service! Behave yourselves, Jesus!

Becca, you sit down too.

Becca and Colleen move to opposite ends of the couch. 
Aly sits between them.

COLLEEN: I want to die. I can’t believe Rick cheated on me.

BECCA: Colleen, I’m sorry. Listen, it wasn’t a big deal between us. 

ALY: He was a womanizer, Colleen.

COLLEEN: No, he wasn’t.

ALY: Yes, honey, he was. A classic, no-one-understands-me, my-
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mother-didn’t-love-me-enough womanizer.

Becca and Colleen look at Aly.
COLLEEN: What are you saying?

BECCA: Oh, no.

ALY: Oh, yes.

BECCA: Oh, no.
ALY: Yes.

COLLEEN: Will someone please tell me what’s going on!

ALY: Sweetie, I’m sorry, but Rick…well, Rick and I had a monthly 

COLLEEN: What?!

each time. It was fun, it was a game.

and had sex?

ALY: Well, not at the bar.

COLLEEN: I am going to kill myself. 

ALY: Colleen. Rick was charming, funny, sexy…. irresistible, you 

know that.

ALY: Really, leave the root canals to other men.

BECCA: Once a month? Role-playing. Cool. I’m impressed.

COLLEEN: No, I’m serious, I mean it, I’m gonna jump out a window 

or throw myself in front of a bus, I’m warning you.

Becca and Aly both notice a woman walking towards 
them, dressed in black, unsteady on her high heels, hold-
ing a glass of white wine.

BECCA: Oh my God, it’s Vicki!

ALY: What’s she doing here?

BECCA: Getting more wasted obviously. 

COLLEEN: Don’t let her come over here! I hate her! I’ll kill her!
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Vicki approaches the women. She is tanked.
VICKI: Hey, it’s the book group hens.

Read any good “libros” lately.

ALY: Vicki, we are so sorry for your loss.

VICKI: Yeah, yeah I know. It’s a tragedy. Frigging Chicago Cubs.

BECCA: The Cubs? What do you mean?

VICKI: Goddamn Cubs gave Ricky a heart attack. During the rain 

delay he started sweatin’, went pale. I gave him a drink, thought 

that would help but he kept muttering that he was in big trouble. 

He just kept saying that— “I’m in trouble, I’m in trouble”—it 

was like he was in another world. I dunno what the hell was 

goin’ on.

BECCA: Maybe he bet against them to win, you know? Maybe he 

had a big bet against them?

VICKI: I thought of that. He bets big money in football. But why 

would he bet against his precious Cubs? Doesn’t make sense. 

But men are weird.

BECCA: Yeah, they are. Weird.

ALY: Totally weird.

VICKI: And the thing was, he told me if they won he’d take me to 

Paris on vacation!

ALY: Really? Paris?

VICKI: We went there on our honeymoon.

COLLEEN: Your honeymoon?

Colleen starts crying again.
VICKI: What’s with her?

BECCA: She hates funerals. Can’t deal with death. 

ALY: And her…her dog…her dog Bread died last week.

VICKI: Bread? That’s a stupid name for a dog.

ALY: Well, he really liked bread. The dog. 
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VICKI: Poor baby. Maybe she needs a hug. I 

think she needs a hug.

Vicki goes to give Colleen a hug. Becca intervenes.
BECCA: No, no! She needs space now. She’ll be okay.

Colleen is sobbing silently.
VICKI: Okay. I get it. 

So gals. I’m sorta on my own, you know?

 You think you might let me join your book group now?

Colleen collapses into the couch. 
Becca and Aly look at each other, and then turn to Vicki.

BECCA and ALY: Sure? Why not?

end play
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Bryan Stubbles

the 2nd Paragon Sci-Fi Theatre Festival, Chicago 

: June Thiele

CADRE: Brett LeBlanc

 Kristina Loy
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CHARACTERS

some Korean. 

other languages. 

Russian and English. 

Setting: Jail, near future. USA. 

be Cuban-American and know some Spanish. Luanna could be an 

Afrikaans speaker and so on. Only a couple jokes would change, 

but the gist would be the same. 
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LIGHTS UP:
Left side of is dark. The foreign-language moments can 
use a projector for subtitles if needed. 
Two older men, a SCIENTIST and a political CADRE 
berate her. Cadre armed with a night stick/billy club. 

CADRE: She feigns speaking English. 

CADRE: We know you speak Korean. 

Punches her. 

CADRE: This is an English-only country. 

-
conscious. 

More Korean profanity. MARY-JO moans. 

her out. 

CADRE: Mission accomplished. 

SCIENTIST and CADRE lead a disoriented MARY-JO 
and EXIT. The MEN return. 
LIGHTS UP on left side of stage. A simple partition/
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wall/bars. 

CADRE gives his debit card to SCIENTIST. 

CADRE: It was rhetorical. Something lighter. Pho is good. 

that. 
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(to CADRE)
Mister!

LUANNA starts to remove shirt.

(at CADRE)
Kurva! 

Slap. 

Walks toward them. 

(at CADRE)
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THEY laugh at him. 

CADRE: Speak English! 

LUANNA laughs. 

CADRE enters the holding cell (behind the partition). 

CADRE strapped to the chair. The same one MARY-JO 

CADRE: I had this weird dream - you two were in it! 
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scientist was semi-intelligent. 

broad again. 

CADRE: Bitches. 

THEY aim it at his head. 

scientist could come back anytime. 

CADRE: He will, you little cunts. 

THEY aim it at his crotch. 

up ladies! 

Closes his eyes and grins. The LADIES zap him. Nothing. 

Back to head. 

Zap. CADRE screams. No words, only primal screams. 
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CADRE cries. 

LIGHTS DOWN
END OF PLAY
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Donna Latham

Production Information

Director and Cast

Director: Kelvin Douglas

MARIA: Melissa Rankin

DIMA: Cheryl Robinson 

: Ollie H. Holley

: Relecha Addison-Williams

Ave, Chicago, IL, 60618 Chicago, IL, August 16-20

Director and Cast TBA
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CHARACTER:

MARIA

origins, F 20s-30s

Chorus

DIMA

 F middle-aged

 An airport, the present
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(At rise, MARIA speaks, and CHORUS interrupts her.) 

MARIA: Ethnically ambiguous. 

(Shoves SHAUNEE and DIMA).

MARIA: A rich stew. Cioppino. Bouillabaisse. Blended from ancient 

MARIA: And Romani wanderers.

where the hell them swarthy-ass vagrants came from. 

Sorry, no sari.
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as slaves.

appropriated slave narrative on me.

MARIA: Just hear me out. Please.

jingle-jangle earrings. 

DIMA: Of course.

MARIA: Some historians believe it was shipwrecked survivors of 

the Spanish Armada.

promise you. Pure Irish through and through. Whitest people 

MARIA: Others believe it was the Romani.

island of Montserrat and the Irish who immigrated there.

MARIA: Truly.
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DIMA: Our ancestors voyaged near and far. 

MARIA: Fell in love.

MARIA: Created families and loving bonds.

MARIA: I hail from a long line of wild-haired Sicilians. 

pat-down area.

family again. I feel it deep in my bones, my shattered bones. 

to be.

you dead. For driving while black.

MARIA: When I wear my black cape, crowds of people part like 

the Red Sea. 

DIMA: Oh, yes.

DIMA: Boom! My life in a nutshell.

bear.

all Black people.

MARIA: I know. I truly know. And it sickens me, breaks my heart. 

DIMA: What she said.
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the genes will shake out in the cioppino. Two of my brothers 

are fair-haired and freckled, Irish all the way. 

with sleek red hair swaying in a ponytail down my back. I was 

DIMA: Or me.

really are. And go back to Islam!

of you.

(To MARIA.) -
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DIMA: College applications.

(Tosses PATSY the stink eye for a beat.) On job ap-

plications.

from, bitch!

MARIA: I was born in this country.                                                                

enough.

 (Studies MARIA.)

healing and health. Called him my sperm donor, my tormenter, 

-

-

to swallow. I hated him for most of my life. But hatred is not 

understand.
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DIMA: There is strength in sisterhood. 

DIMA: America is growing browner, more ambiguous.

and get knocked up. America needs a good cleansing. Scrub out 

the vermin with bleach and lye.

(Raises hand at PATSY to silence her.) We were made 

for this moment.

DIMA: We need you now, friend.

DIMA: They have come for the women. They have come for the Muslims.

(After several beats, DIMA extends her hand to MARIA, 
who takes it. SHAUNEE extends her hand to MARIA, 
who takes it. PATSY crosses her arms and glares at 
them.)

MARIA: I see you.

DIMA: I feel you.

MARIA: We are enough.

END OF PLAY
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James McLindon 

The Big Bite-Size Breakfast Show, which was staged at the 

Edinburgh Festival Fringe from August 2 through August 28, 

2017 at The Pleasance Dome.

CAST:

B-Thomas Willshire

C-Billy Knowelden

D-Rosie Edwards
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when posting on social media. Each has a smartphone or laptop. A 

-

CHARACTERS:

race. Adjust pronouns to suit the cast members. Diverse casting is 

encouraged.
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A, B, C, and D each has a smartphone or laptop. Each 
wears a large letter indicating her/his identity. When 
they are talking about a post that they are writing, they 
type on their device. When they are thinking, they do not 
type. A is good-natured (till provoked). B is too sensi-
tive. C is humorless and doctrinaire. D is a conceited 
provocateur and a dick. I would advise considering 
having the actors recite Godwin’s Law and its corollary 
to the audience, perhaps before assuming their places. 
For example:

B: As an online discussion grows longer, the probability of a 

debate.

and charming.

B: Awwww. Heart!

Not typing
B: Posting a charming meme involving a photo of a hedgehog with a 

-

Typing
Not typing

A: Meme containing a comical statement concerning a current 

socio-political issue.

Cheerfully
A pause.

Smiley face!
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B: Observing that C makes a good point about the prevailing ortho-

Facebook bubble on this issue.

Pause

must now be called into doubt.

Not typing Typing

A pause.
Disappointed at the prospect of peace

have understood that the post was a joke. And, noting partially 

feigned deeply wounded feelings that C and D could think me 

capable of intending their misconstrued version of my post. 

C: Pedantic instruction that the current socio-political issue is an 

inappropriate subject for comedy. Forceful, humorless restate-

ment of how all right-thinking people adhering to the prevailing 

Not typing snarling

promise at the slightest provocation.

A pause.
Soft voice and a sly smile
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bubble on this issue in order to demonstrate my superior un-

derstanding of it.

not typing
seriously.

grammar.

-

-

worldview. Concluding, more in sorrow than in anger, that C has 

very humanity.

A: (Not typing) Trying to resist engaging with these a-holes one more 

Pause as s/he 
notes the stern faces of C and 

D: Again patronizingly reminding A that the current socio-political 

his own restatement is. 

-

mation points!!!
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that C would soon clarify.

C: Declaring that my restatement and my restatement of that restate-

ment meant  what it sounded like, at least to anyone 

possessing third-grade reading comprehension. 

B gasps, upset, then begins to type.
B: Accusing C of being mean.

D: Agreeing that C is mean and sanctimoniously asking for civility 

from all participants in the Facebook bubble. But also chiding B 

for being way too sensitive and encouraging her/him to grow up.

B: Accusing D of patronizing me!

C: Agreeing that D is very patronizing. Although B really does need 

to grow up.

Not typing -

sciously formulating a passive-aggressive response.

A pause.
A: Posting a video involving a goat and a guinea pig to defuse the 

Considering the stern 
faces of C and D and  tears

B: Dramatically announcing the need to take a break from Facebook 

Pause -

nitely leave.

D: Cautioning B to take care not to let the door hit his backside 

Not typing
A C & D (Not typing) Pausing to review the string, 
having forgotten what the argument was all about in 

in the restatement led inevitably to a previous, famous historical 

atrocity, and thus threatens to put this country on the road to ruin. 

Pause
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the victim of that historical atrocity, D has no right to invoke it.

it was merely used by way of comparison. 

C Wondering if D even knows what “invoked” means!

Pause

Not typing

Not typing
A pause. Then B begins to type rapidly.

B: Daring!

D gasps in fury as s/he reads B’s post. C is amused.
Sarcastically

Noting B’s previous ostentatious display of leaving and 

Mock sorro

by anyone, let alone someone that I had considered a friend. I. 

-

ogy from B to D will soon be forthcoming.

Not typing Typing
whether anyone in the Facebook bubble has ever heard D say 

that he was a 1/32 member of that group.

Deviously

D: Citing the intensely private nature of my membership in said 
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A, B, and C Falling all over ourselves in a race to be the 

C: Winning the race!

D: Blistering attack on C for denying his right! With intemperate 

language!

C: Blistering attack on D for his intemperate language in his blister-

ing attack on me! With very intemperate language! 

A: Attempting again to inject some much-needed humor into the 

string, this time via a toddler comically mauling a very patient, 

very large dog.

C and D Swiveling guns of extremely intemperately-
worded attacks on A for attempting, once again, to inject 
humor into a discussion of the current socio-political 
issue, which is not funny!!! At all!!! With exclamation 
points!!! AND CAPS!!! AND BOLDING!!!

B: Stating my certainty that neither A, C nor D meant what they 

said in the manner in which C, D and/or A interpreted it and 

A, C and D Swiveling all guns onto B and decimating 
him/her!!! With extremely intemperate language!!! 
Exclamation points!!! CAPS!!! BOLDING!!! 
UNDERSCORING!!!
All four sit with angry expressions and folded arms. A 
very long pause as the dust settles and the smoke clears. 
A, C, and D slowly recover, unfolding their arms and 
looking regretfully at each other. B does not change.

A: Posting a picture of a funny, cute guinea pig video.

A long pause.
Grudgingly
Grudgingly

A, C, and D look at B who is still upset. A pause. Slowly, 
B shrugs grudgingly. 

B: Hearting the cute guinea pig video.
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All FOUR relax. 
C: Making a statement about the current political issue painfully 

on the same page again.

All FOUR smile. A long pause. Then:
Not typing
that surely anyone would see the wisdom of immediately. Just 

Pause Long 
pause; then typing furiously

A, B, and C read it.
Not typing
Not typing

A, B, and D turn to look at a neutral-faced C.
Not typing Cracking; typing furiously -

demning D as an unreconstructed, unrepentant troublemaker of 

-

done, slowly steps back from his/her device. D also steps 
away from her/his laptop or puts down his/her phone. 

grabs his device and begins typing furiously) 

A, B, and C read the new post. Their faces freeze in a 
gasp of horror.
Blackout. 
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Richard Vetere

Unit of The Actors Studio in the Ten-Minute Play Festival produced 

on June 4th 2017 by Jason Furlani.

MICHAEL:  Dennis Parlato

:  Andrea Leigh

:  Burnadair Lipscomb-Hunt

Directed by JoAnna Rhinehart

Producer Jason Furlani JasonFurlani@gmail.com
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CHARACTERS:
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LIGHTS UP ON MICHAEL and SUSAN.
They are an attractive middle-aged couple dressed in 

nature picture.
They have silly, smiling faces and are in an odd embrace 
that looks uncomfortable though it is meant to make 
them look happily married and content. They speak to 
one another through frozen smiles.

CAMERA FLASHES.

professional actors doing a print job for a magazine.

LEANNE ENTERS. Attractive, in the moment, she is 
the director.

image of happiness, she lights up.

He does. She rushes to him, she explains, persuades. 

course. This pill will allow you to have her! I want to see you 

do all that. 

MICHAEL: Okay.
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MICHAEL does all he could to follow her direction.

CAMERA FLASHES

In a small theater on East Fourth Street. I played her nude.

CAMERA FLASHES

LEANNE rushes out.

every ounce of desire but now you have the blue pill! And you 

are great lovers! I am not seeing lovers. I am seeing unhappy. 

I am seeing uninterested. I am seeing something I should not 

be seeing. Please!

She rushes back to the camera.

CAMERA FLASHES
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CAMERA FLASHES

on that stoop crying.

LEANNE rushes out and silently steps up to SUSAN and 

house, you go to the same parties, you share the same children. 

MICHAEL: She did Hamlet. She played Ophelia nude.

his one man show. 1974. Summer. Lower East Side. Avenue 

right up and kissed me.

MICHAEL: I have no idea if I had feelings for you or not. It was 

nearly half a century ago. 

CAMERA FLASHES

something. I was using the world. I was using myself. I wanted 
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I need the job, the work, anything! And you are asking me if I 

had feelings for you back in some decadent, insane drug infested 

LEANNE rushes to them.

Amazing.

MICHAEL: Thanks.

it again. But more!

LEANNE rushes back.

MICHAEL: I know.

MICHAEL: I know my name god dam it!

CAMERA FLASHES
They move gently with professional control, smiling, 

(in character)
MICHAEL: (in character) 

 (in character) I still remember how nice your body felt.

MICHAEL: I barely remember yesterday.

LEANNE rushes out. She stops in front of SUSAN.
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went home and made a promise to myself to live my life to the 

fullest. I made a promise to myself to follow all of my dreams. 

not sure if you know this but you were so innocent that night. 

Though we never saw one another again you had become my 

muse. Every time things go tough I think of that night. I kissed 

you that night because I wanted to thank you.

LEANNE kisses her on the cheek.
MICHAEL: Oh wow.

want it to be. I gave up singing, acting, writing and even real 

of a paper bag, had four ungrateful children moved to muddy 

MICHAEL: I do not have erectile dysfunction. 

They move and sway as if in a very slow motion dance.
MICHAEL: (in character)

 (in character) The house we bought together. The house 

we lived in for most of our lives.

They turn and continue to pretend to walk and stay in 
character.
CAMERA FLASHES

MICHAEL: (in character)
(in character) If you want it to be our road it can be.

MICHAEL: (in character) That is our road. Look how it stretches 
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LEANNE rushes over to them. She stops.

fun shooting you both today. When you leave please sign out. 

And there are free product samples on the table.

happened to you.

(smiles) 
know.

They share a smile and LEANNE exits.

He grabs her hand. She give him a big smile and they 

LIGHTS OUT
END OF PLAY
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Erin Moughon

August 19, 2017 at The Harry Belafonte Library

Directed by Erin Moughon

CAST:

: Sarah Teed

SARAH: Kendra Augustin

BETH: Emily Long
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CHARACTERS:

Beth: F, any age over 25, a vet, no-nonsense

:

A pet cemetery

TIME:



For Mr. Cuddles 307

A pet cemetery, however you chose to represent it. Except 
it shouldn’t be like a Stephen King novel. It should be 
nice. Whatever a nice pet cemetery is to you. (Unless 
you can’t imagine a nice one. Then ask someone you 
know who can.) It is raining. Molly is in full mourning. 
Sarah is annoyed to be there. There are many empty 
seats. Molly gets up to speak.

SARAH: Whatever.

McWhiskers Cuddles the Third. Or as his friends called him 

Mr. Cuddles.

something is already ruined.

-

SARAH: That. Continue.

-

panion. A true friend. The love of my life.

Sarah laughs noticeably, but attempts to cover it up.

SARAH: (trying to contain laughter)
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Sarah bursts out laughing. Molly shoots her a look of 
death.

needed to clarify that.

Beth rushes in.

for the funeral.

BETH: She left a frantic message on my answering machine. Some-

immediately.

BETH: Dr. Baker.

(reading through folder) A-ha!
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(pointing 
 Old age.

BETH: 21.

BETH: I think I would know. I am a vet. With a lot of patients. So 

BETH: Sure. (sitting down)
return to or anything.
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SARAH: So you staged this whole funeral thing to accuse me of 

beloved pet.

BETH: I might have hated him if he peed on me.

BETH: Dr...nevermind.

SARAH: I hated how much time you spent with him. 

just have to sell those Hamilton tickets. Mr.Cuddles needs to be 

so much more important than you and his every need dictates 

SARAH: He sneezed, and you called out for work.

anything!

SARAH: I care about you, you idiot shut in!
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BETH: And that is lovely, (holding up cell phone

Both sisters start crying in a ridiculous manner. Or not 
ridiculous, but I see it as ridiculous. Or semi-ridiculous. 
They mean it, but it’s weird to have spontaneous crying. 
Or not, since you know, sisters. Sister relationships are 
complicated.

(crying)
SARAH: (crying) Of course!

(crying and going to hug Sarah) This is just like the end 

of Frozen.

SARAH: (crying) 

Sarah and Molly go to hug, trapping Beth in the middle. 
It is as awkward as you would imagine. Or more awk-
ward. It’s really awkward. Sarah and Molly cry more 
and more. Beth just stands there.

This continues as they leave. We should still be hear-
ing, “No, you’re the best.” Beth is left alone. She looks 
around. She starts to leave and stops. She starts to leave 
and stops. She starts to leave and stops.

(pause) 
The phone rings.

She leaves. End of play.
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Lisa Bruna

-

hattan on May 26, 2017 as part of the 17th -

The performance was directed by Melissa Skirboll and featured 

Palladino as Terrance. 
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CHARACTERS:

the eye. 

well-mannered and socially astute.

-

ionated life coach.

TIME:

PLACE:

A trendy outdoor café. 



Gold Standard 315

Setting: A trendy outdoor café.
At rise: Doug stands next to a table. He waves over his 
date, Ashley, as she approaches.

-

(looking around) 
(pulling out her chair) I hope you like al fresco.

(she sits) I prefer iced tea.

(he sits) -

ful cold-brew.  

-

about that.

(to himself) Wow, 
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to her houseplants!

(she gasps) My aunt talks to her gladiolas!

talk to their pets at some point or other.

(She laughs.) Oh, this is fun. I like 

talking to you, Doug.

(unsure) or a literal thinker maybe.

-

proved of a guy like you.

of me. 
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-

pletely.

obviously said it was okay for you to be here... on this date ... 

alone ... with me.

other part.

Terrance breezes in wearing a satchel over his shoulder. 
He approaches the table, pulls out a chair and sits beside 
Ashley. He drops the satchel down next to him.

that

I need a cold beverage immediately! 

(confused) 
(He raises a water glass, takes a long gulp, 

and sighs.)

Terrance approves. 

(looking around) Wow, indeed! This place is fabulous. 

for the 

view. I was hoping Ashley would like it.

Like loves it! 
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do

Good,
(He pulls a 

notepad from his satchel and begins writing on it.)
am

-

ing of the inner-workings of the male mind. She does this by 

consciously looking for patterns in male behavior ... like the 

one she just recognized in you. (to Ashley) Well done, sweetie.

Maybe seven.

(He writes i t  down.) 
randomly used an 

agenda here.

(He gives Ashley a knowing glance.) Truth is, Doug, 
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men rarely engage in random behavior. 

-

liberate ... it all means something.

(to himself) Oh god, here we go. 

 (He writes it down.)

appreciate being psychoanalyzed by strangers. This is incredibly 

insulting and not what I signed on for!

emotionality 

maleness.

(to Ashley) 

net for this entire transaction. (leaning in to Doug) Trust me, 

women have a tendency to hear things they want to hear whether 

all the time. Then they move on to misreading our non-verbals. 

(near tears) that

for you. 

a nice lunch with the one woman on ModernMingle-dot-com 

who caught my attention with her wit and wisdom and beauty. 
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Svengali 
(He 

gestures to indicate his own body.)
that’s -

triggered some deeply suppressed ambiguity related to your 

thanking (leaning in 
to Ashley) 
breakthrough. (He takes more notes.)

-

 (He takes a 
stronger stand.) I am all man

else to contribute.

Doug asked if I was the type of girl who gets upset if a guy takes 

am
him

your answer, not his version of your answer.

cares about me. He respects me. Who bet-

ter to help shape my views than a man who looks out for my 

(trying to keep calm) 
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honesty!
it feel better to open up and dig deep inside to discover your 

of the food chain. And when we each play our proper roles as 

the creator intended, life works better for all of us.

-

to protect those less capable of protecting themselves, i.e., the 

lovely ladies in our lives. If you had even the vaguest sense of 

good for all of us.

you, I might add. (He winks.)

Ashley’s attention is suddenly pulled toward an event 
happening at the next table.
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this is the beginning of their happily ever after. And here we 

are witnessing it!

happy-ever-after is dead in the water.

him.

-

(air quotes)

(He smiles.)

with me. I promise I will not say no when you ask for my hand.

-

thentic self, I will accept you unconditionally. As long as we 

both shall live. For better or worse.

heading, but I have no intention of going down that path with 

you.

(He pulls a book from his satchel and quickly pages 
through it.) could -
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with you.

ASHLEY:  Not with me? (to Doug) So now I’m not good 
enough for you?

Nobody’s 

both of my parents. Dad and I play golf on Thursdays.

Marry know

As Doug launches into a rant, Terrance writes in his 
notepad, fast and furiously.

neurotic insecurity and lack of self-esteem...  neither of which I 

men need to protect women by controlling their behaviors or 

opinions or, god-help-us, their lives. (Doug stands and addresses 
Terrance.)
a name. Regardless of how beautiful or kind or appealing she 

(He starts to walk away.)
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wows
A transformation! Ashley drops the “helpless girl” act 
and reveals herself as a straight-talking intellectual, 
stopping Doug in his tracks.

wow in the sincerest sense of the 

ideas, and I applaud your aversion to the concept of moral pater-

nalism, 

she wants to quote)
Furthermore, you win big points for shunning the notion of 

unpremeditated matrimony, and for understanding that jealousy 

is a neurotic behavior and not something to be encouraged. I 

particularly enjoyed that you admonished Terrance for his use 

not sweetie. (beat) (She 
extends her hand and a smile.)
you, Doug.

(confused, he shakes her hand) -

-

-

witnessed here today, woman in search of a date. 

the less enlightened men on the dating horizon and establish a 

base line for potential interconnectedness. Most men will say 

for a truly enlightened man to emerge. And by all measures, that 

appears to be you, Doug!
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to come from Terrance. This was all about meeting Ashley’s 

(to Terrance) Okay, so then, who are you? Are you using 

-

(He gestures with “Cats” hands.) 
(clearing her throat, a signal to Terrance)

do

Terrance gives his best “Cats” bows and exits, leaving 
Ashley at the table. Doug pulls out his chair and sits next 
to her. He smiles at her. She smiles back.

(meekly) Surprise.

(beat) And I do have 

do

Lights fade to black.
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Krista Knight

Produced  by Actors Theatre of Louisville, Les Waters, Artistic 

Director, Kevin E. Moore, Managing Director, at the 2017 Humana 

Festival, April 8, April 9, 2017

Produced by the Actors Theatre of Louisville

The cast was as follows: 

 1 – Andrea Syglowski

 2 – Kelly McAndrew

 – Regan Moro

TOM – Sam Breslin Wright
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CHARACTERS: 

Katy 

Tom

: 

A fancy Tribeca Loft.

There are jewels and phones placed about
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Two ghosts in white sheets with eye holes in them. 

think. 
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Sound of lock being picked. 

Home invaders in ski masks enter. 

TOM: Come on. 

I used to have one of these. 

KATY plays some keys.  
play it!
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their bones! 

startled  Ah! 

TOM: re falling object 

it, TOM. 

you? 

KATY goes for TOM’s mask but he pulls back.
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gone they are.  

KATY takes out phone. 

TOM: Does any part of you think that might have been crafted // 

(wielding a knife hazardously) 
TOM: Ok, Katy! Then put that away. 

TOM: OK!

GHOST TWO grabs TOM’s throat and starts choking 
him. KATY is looking the other way. 
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cortisone, and norepinephrine alone. 

GHOST TWO releases TOM from the choke hold. 
TOM: catching breath. 

can and get out of here. 

this mask on. 

Wait a second.

would
TOM: Something feels like a trap.

Facebook password from the dark web.
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Ghosts touch KATY.

Ghosts touch KATY.

One of the ghosts puts hands over TOM’s eyes.

my mask! 

TOM: Oh god.

TOM: Katy.
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TOM: Help!

KATY and TOM try in vain to pull it open. 
-

ing, perhaps poking. 

overlapping, much panic.

KATY and TOM die of fear. 
Jovial, celebratory laughter from ghosts.

of KATY and TOM in choreographed dance number.
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David MacGregor

June 1, 2017

KRIS – Lindsay Lavin
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A company lunchroom.

TIME

CHARACTERS

KRIS - Man or woman in his/her 20s-50s.  For the sake of 

consistency, male nouns and pronouns are used in the play, but 

these should be changed appropriately if a woman plays the part.
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(Two co-workers, JOYCE and EVAN, sit at a table hav-
ing lunch.  There is a refrigerator somewhere nearby.)

thinking of taking a few vacation days, you know, maybe go 

(BECKY enters.)

(BECKY takes a couple of deep breaths, rolls her neck, 
and stretches her arms.)

(she opens the fridge door)

(BECKY brings some Tupperware to the table and sits 
down with JOYCE and EVAN.  They chat as they eat.)

salad and a salami sandwich, but as you can see, they both made 

it through the morning unscathed. 

(EVAN and BECKY stop eating.)

(to EVAN)
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guard your cheeseburger.

a dessert in that fridge is something no sane person would do.

-

-

ous Pig would think the sign was a joke and eat them anyway.

I found the recipe on the Internet.

system and it gradually paralyzes you.  After that, you go into 

convulsions and die.

 (JOYCE takes a bite out of her sandwich as EVAN and 
BECKY stare.)

Pig likes my special brownies.

water from a bottle.)
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(EVAN, BECKY, and JOYCE look at one another as KRIS 
opens the fridge in search of more water.)

(more drinking)

-

(KRIS guzzles more water.)

-

(KRIS stops drinking, not quite believing what he just 
heard.)

KRIS:  (as an abdominal cramp hits)
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case, I have the antidote right here.

(JOYCE pulls out a glass vial and holds it up.)
(to JOYCE)

(A spasm of pain hits KRIS.)

(JOYCE puts the antidote away and takes another bite 
of her sandwich.  KRIS agonizes, until...)

left it there and I ate it.

(Another spasm rips through KRIS.)
KRIS:  Oh my god...Joyce...please give me the antidote.

(JOYCE pulls out the antidote again.)

(KRIS wobbles, grabs for the table, and drops to the 
ground, panic-stricken.)

(JOYCE holds out the vial, but when KRIS reaches for 
it, JOYCE pulls it back.)

KRIS:  (softly)
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to live.

(JOYCE holds out the vial.  Just as KRIS is about to 
grab it, EVAN takes the vial.)

one good reason why he should live.

a month ago, I knew I had a rough day ahead of me, so in the 

morning, I got up and made myself a sandwich for lunch.  And 

not just any sandwich.  I had some fresh sourdough bread, 

smoked turkey, a couple of slices of provolone cheese--and I 

made myself some guacamole to go with it, just the way I like 

it--nice and chunky, with some tomatoes, some lemon juice, and 

a little bit of garlic salt.  And that day was the day from hell.  

Every phone call, every e-mail, I felt like my head was going to 

when I opened up the fridge at lunchtime, it was gone!  And do 

(shaking the vial in KRIS’s face)
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out on us.

(KRIS clutches at EVAN’s pant legs.)

himself.

(snatching the vial from EVAN)

(KRIS crawls to BECKY, hand outstretched, struggling 
to get a breath, as BECKY uncaps the vial.  But just as 
KRIS gets there, BECKY pulls the vial away.)

(to EVAN) But you know...you might have a point.  Say 

else and do the same thing all over again.  

actually kill anyone.  I just wanted to teach him a lesson.  And 

if he dies, I might get into trouble.
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or something.  

the one who cooked up the brownies, after all.  

(handing the vial to JOYCE)

(KRIS convulses violently, then goes still.)

-

(EVAN stands up.)

better get cranking on that.

(BECKY and JOYCE stand up as well.  EVAN starts 
dumping the remains of his lunch into a trash bin.)
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-

bringing in fresh brownies for everyone!

dinner!

(They all start to exit, then pause to look back at KRIS.)

(They all exit.)
END OF PLAY.
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-

 



Lorax 349

(Small reception room. There is a table with Starbucks cof-
fee, a stack of Styrofoam cups, and a tray of store-bought 

door, holding it open for Clara, who enters, head down in 
shame. Pamela follows, enraged.)

(Clara sits and buries her head in her hands.)
(cont)

children’s book

Humanities

Real

(Pamela moves to exit, and then turns back.)
(cont)

(pause, referring to earlier)

(Clara nods. Pamela collapses in a chair, head in hands.)
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(Pause)

so cute
(She leans in)

(Pamela stands up and storms out of the room. She re-
enters.)

(She exits. Clara sighs and sinks into her chair. Pamela 
reenters.)

(cont) 

(Pamela exits. Clara watches the door, waiting, then sighs 
and puts her head in her hands.)

(Lorax enters. He is short, rounded in the tummy, bright 
orange with a full yellow mustache and eyebrows.)

(Clara lifts her head.)



Lorax

(pauses, seeing the Styrofoam cups)

cup. Incredulous.)
(cont)

(Clara marches over to the table.)

She takes just a sip and lifts it up to show Lorax it’s still 
full. She drops it in the trash can. Lorax gasps.)
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-

-

(A breath)

(Clara throws another cup into the trashcan. Lorax walks 
over to trash and peers inside.)

I care.

(Clara pauses, and goes back to trashcan. She takes out 
the cups she threw away and stacks them.)

(Pause)



Lorax

(Pause)
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(Clara walks around the room while the Lorax watches.)

-

(Clara sighs.)

(Pause)

(Lorax pauses for a long moment.)



Lorax

(Lorax exits. No sentimentality. Clara sighs. Quiet. 
Pamela pokes her head in the door.)

(Clara stands and starts to leave, pauses, then grabs the 
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Men on the Moon

In the dark, we hear the howl of the wind. Center stage, 

pulses to life. We see the silhouette of two shivering men 

BUZZ and NEIL, two healthy American males who are 
not dressed for the desert at night. 

you
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He lunges again and they start to wrestle. Suddenly, they 
hear a “RATTLE”. They stop and listen.

Another rattle. This time, we see an old Navajo Man, 
BRIAN, barely visible at the edge of the light, holding 
a rattle in his hand.



Men on the Moon

He points up to the sky.

Brian draws across the sky and lands on the North Star. 

(furious) 
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 (a little reticent to say)

(enthusiastically)

bewildered. He thought Brian would be impressed.



Men on the Moon

Neil looks at him disapprovingly.
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(calls 

Brian starts to exit.

A young Native American man enters, MATTHEW (17).



Men on the Moon

-

Blackout. 
END OF PLAY
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New York City Girls Will Kill You

The bathroom. AMY and JESSICA, both in costume, 
apply makeup in the mirror.)

the sound of 
a colossal fucking trainwreck blasts as she speaks

makes the silent sounds of a shark in ec-
stasy

nice
(CHRISTINA bursts through the bathroom door, also 
in costume.)
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sexy
sexy

sexy

 (A long pause.)

-
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(Long pause.)

(KAREN stumbles out of a stall.)

(The other girls overlap.)

(The girls cradle her head by the sinks and wash some 

sexy you 
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-

(cont.)

(Pause.)

the sound of an airplane exploding into the 
side of a mountain as she speaks

(Silence. They shiver.)

-

teeth chattering -
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(Pause.)

(KAREN begins to cry, softly. The four girls huddle 
together for warmth.)

(A pause.)

(KAREN nods.)

(Pause.)
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(She hands KAREN a tampon.)

(They lie there. It seems a little warmer than it was.)

(Blackout.)
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-



Susan Eve Haar

-
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MRS and MR are interviewing DOLLY for a position.
They are both dressed in exquisite taste. MRS is perus-

looks a little bored.

DOLLY nods vigorously.
(continuing) 

(to MR)

(To DOLLY)
-

(to MR)

(to DOLLY)

(to DOLLY)

(DOLLY nods, emphatically)
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(DOLLY nods)

(to DOLLY)

(DOLLY nods)

(laughs)

MRS wiggles back)
, 

(DOLLY nods and smiles.)

-

our 

-

-
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(DOLLY shakes her head vehemently no)

(To DOLLY)

(he demonstrates)

(to DOLLY)
(DOLLY shrug)

you
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MRS nods encouragingly to DOLLY.

-

not



No Time For Baby

You

(to Dolly)

(to MR)

 

 you
DOLLY nods. MR and MRS collapse onto each other 
with relief.

(dialing) -

(DOLLY holds up two tiny blankets, one pink, one blue)
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(DOLLY shakes her head emphatically no.)

(DOLLY shakes her head again.)

(DOLLY is stumped. Then she gets a sudden idea. She 
pulls a small, raggedy teddy bear out of her purse)

(DOLLY shakes her head. Again she points to the bear.)

 
(DOLLY excited, motions her on) 

(DOLLY, excited urges her on)

 
(DOLLY jumps up and down with excitement)

 is ?

They drag a bassinet out from under the table. They coo 
at its inhabitant.

 Exit waving.
END OF PLAY
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One Another
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One Another

At rise: Mid-day. The yard. LAVON, a teenager, black, is 

side, looking at the blade. He rights it, pushes the choke 
a few times, stands and tries to pull-start the engine. It 
won’t turn over. Frustrated, he unscrews the cap to the 

At rise: Late evening. A driving rain. Thunder—ter-
rible thunder. Out of the rain and onto the porch runs 
JAMES, white, around 40, carrying a gas can and shield-
ing himself from the downpour. He stamps his shoes and 
raps on the door. 
In the house, CELIA appears from the kitchen, drying her 
hands with a towel. She’s black, in her 30’s, and wears 
a skirt, so we can see the conspicuous black monitor 
around her ankle. She looks at the closed door, hesitantly. 
He raps again and calls through the door: 

Pause. No answer. He raps again.

Pause. He starts to rap again—doesn’t. 

opens it—then backs away.
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Lighting, followed closely by thunder. Several more 
strikes may follow. 

Indicating her ankle bracelet 
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giggling, feeling a bit ridiculous now 

and the lights blink out. The stage is now mostly dark. 
Both react. 

no
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She holds open the screen door. 

She holds it out to him. He reaches for it and takes it—
and enters the house. 
We see them as shadows. She’ll back away and watches 
him.

 

Pause. She watches him wiping the rain from his clothes, 
drying his hair. 
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Pause. He hands her the towel. 

-
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mayonnaise

mean

turn around you look at 
me



One Another

The lights abruptly come back on. She is sitting, her eyes 

him. An awkward pause. 

Now she stands, somewhat self-consciously, and smooths 
out her clothes. 

expectantly, hopefully
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A long, awkward pause. He can’t complete his thought.

She holds out a hand, which he takes, and gently shakes. 

James nods, pulls away, and exits to the porch, where 
he picks up the gas can. 

He pauses, a pained look on his face, then puts it 
down—and exits. 

This last softly, to herself. She smiles now, looking out 
through the door as he walks away. Then she goes 
onto her porch, picks up the gas can, feels that it’s 
full and heavy, smiles, and watches him disappear. 
Lights to black. 

-
dling with the lawnmower as before. He has unscrewed 

He tastes it again, stands, walks to the front door of the 
house, and knocks. Celia appears inside—hopefully:

Celia opens the door. Through the screen. 
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Long pause. Celia stands stunned.

But she has already pressed the door closed. Pause. 
Lavon exits. She leans against the door, whispering to 
herself: 

Pause. End play.
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Protocol
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Now
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Lights up as MARK is typing on the computer at a table 

about a briefcase, coat, hat. There are two chairs (one 
with a blanket over the back), some kind of side table 
with the wine bottle and glasses, and US a birdcage.

(Not looking up)
(Disrobing for comfort, jacket, shoes, etc., whatever, leaving 

puddles of clothing.)

-

(Moves to the birdcage 
onstage)

(Typing and not really engaging) 

(Stops and turns)

Taking her in

(MARK gets up from the table and crosses to her.)
She 
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Sitting at the table
(Getting wine and glasses)

Pours.

(Sits) 

Drinks

(ELLIE stares at him weighing what and how much to 
tell.)

Cont’d

They both drink.
(Starting to feel uneasy)
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Three Days of the Condor 

Three Days of the Condor

(Her cell phone rings. They stare at it and ELLIE an-
swers.)

Beat
she looks to 

MARK (She hangs 
up.)

(They overlap.)
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(Taking control)

(MARK does as she says and moves across the room. 
Ellie opens the door and URIAH enters.)

Looks 
to ELLIE

(Jumping in) 

(Beat

(Overly polite)

(We hear a growing storm. MARK rushes to protect 
ELLIE.)

lights, maybe fog, etc., whatever your tech can accom-
modate.)

Beat
(As the tumult ceases there is, apparently, nothing there.)

and then becomes very still. ELLIE and URIAH watch 
in horror.)

She moves 
toward him.)
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(Turning to URIAH)

-

(ELLIE places a piece of furniture between herself and 
MARK.)

(A little more forcefully) 

To URIAH

Unhinged

it
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To ELLIE

(The following exchange between MARK and ELLIE 
overlaps and escalates.)

(goes toward her.)
(Moving out of its reach)

Building with fervor

(Frantic)

(He moves towards her as if to overpower or transform 
her. She suddenly throws the geranium from the table 
at him, knocking him down. There is a brief, silent still-
ness.)

(Shakily, stands up)
ELLIE: Oh, thank God, it’s you (goes to him). But, wait 
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(They both look with trepidation at URIAH.)

(All three turn and stare at the geranium. ELLIE walks 
over to it.)

Cont’d
(Taking a step back)

(She goes to the chair to get the blanket to throw over 
the plant. Suddenly from the birdcage we hear:)

(They look at each other.)
Cont’d

(They turn to stare at the birdcage

(They move slowly up to the cage.)
Cont’d lights start to fade

(They stare at each other. Blackout.)
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Silo #3

Lights up. A sparse impersonal room with fancy but 
tacky furniture. KATH sits on a chaise lounge, has on a 
mud mask and wears a robe. She has a drink and stares 
ahead. DICK, also in a robe, is semi asleep holding a 
phone like device. The sound of chirping birds turns 
into a static garble.

(He uses the device.)
(The sound of ocean waves.)

(They both stare ahead.) 
(The sounds of Central Park.)
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(chuckles) 

-

-

(pouring the last of the bottle into her glass)
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(seductively)

(ignoring her seduction)
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-



Silo #3

(The doorbell rings.)

(He takes the bottle and package from him and stands 
uncomfortably close.)
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(VO) 

(Pause)

(He tries to leave.)

(awkward silence)

(He backs out of the room. KATH comes back in without 
the mud mask. She pours herself a healthy drink.)
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(She slaps a patch on DICK.)

-

-

(She puts another patch on him.)
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(She leaves. Pause)

(Black out)
END OF PLAY
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Some People Say

At Rise:  Kitchen table is covered with papers and books. 
Although it’s daytime, lights are on everywhere because 
it’s a dark apartment. Heavy, black curtains are pulled 
shut on two windows. A child’s backpack hangs over 
a chair. Nervous, Janet paces. Amanda is at the table 
writing in a notebook. 

(Amanda stops writing and looks up.)

(Janet moves next to Amanda, looks over her shoulder.)

(Janet continues to pace.)
-

(Ah, a learning experience.)
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[beat]

(The phone RINGS. Janet stares at the phone, but doesn’t 
pick it up. She lets it RING. Amanda stares at it.)

(Amanda goes to pick up the phone.)

(The ringing stops and there’s a KNOCK at the door. 
Janet leans into the door.)

(O.S.) 

(O.S.) 

(O.S.) 

(O.S.) 

(O.S.) 
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(
Zach enters and before he can settle down, Janet gets 
in his face.)

(Zach removes his backpack and sets it on the table.)

(Janet grabs the bag, hefts it.)

of American currency. It has a photo image of Zach in 
the center. He hands the paper to Janet. She stares at 
the currency, confused.)

-
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(Janet reaches into Zach’s backpack and grabs a hand 
full of the paper money. She studies it.)

(Janet holds up a piece of the “currency” and turns it 
over.)

(Janet throws the paper money at her son. She SLAPS 
Zach on the cheek. He doesn’t react.)

(Janet SLAPS Zach a second time.)

(Janet grabs Zach and shakes him.)

(Janet sits down. She puts her head in her hands. Zach 
walks over to his mother. He pulls a business card from 
his pocket and hands it to her.)

(Janet clutches the card, stands and runs to the door. 
She turns and looks at Zach. She speaks calmly, in a 
measured voice. Back in control.)

(Janet sighs, puts on sunglasses, exits.)

(Zach restrains Amanda. She struggles.)
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(Zach gently grabs Amanda by her shoulders and makes 
direct eye contact.)

-
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(Zach up his backpack, slings it over his shoulder. He 
hands Amanda her backpack. They move to the door.)

(Zach out the lights as they exit their basement apart-
ment.)
End of Play
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-
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That Night “Butcher” Pete Wilcox

(In BLACK, we hear a roaring crowd. An arena bell rings 
and then we hear the announcers along with the sound 
of boxing gloves landing hits. *For convenience, the 
announcer lines below can be prerecorded and played 

-

(The sound of the crowd fades out as the lights fade in to 
reveal “BUTCHER” PETE WILCOX in an arena locker 
room. He’s wearing ring attire and looks exhausted as 
he puts on a t-shirt.  He slowly sits on a nearby bench 
and stares blankly into the air. Some bruises on his face 
– mainly in the lip and left eye area.)

(ENTERS with a small towel over his shoulder.)

 (Inspecting Pete’s face.) 
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one

(burst of rage)



That Night “Butcher” Pete Wilcox

 I

cannon

-

has no visible bruises on her.)
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(He exits.)

(PETE turns his back to Jessie. His facial expressions 
indicating an idea is forming.)

-
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Your

(JESSIE quickly steps into him to be face to face and 

she’s about to hit him. He immediately recomposes him-
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-

(shocked again at her foul mouth)

(MIKEY enters carrying an ice pack.)
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(She exits.)

(pulls out a cell phone about to make a call)

-

(puts the phone away) want
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But surely they’ll never cross the men and women’s divi-
sion. Not for a valid title match anyway.

(exits)
(look of achievement) -

END OF PLAY
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CHARACTERS:  

KARL:  (50’s -60’s)  Husband.  Married to Rhoda…for years.  

RHODA: (50’s- 60’s)  Wife.  Married to Karl…for years.

PRETTY GIRL:  (20’s)  Doubles as News Girl and Receptionist.  

Young and obnoxiously pretty. 
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AT RISE:  Karl, in a bathrobe, is seated Stage Left, on a 
couch watching ‘TV’. RHODA, in a bathrobe, is seated 
beside him eating chinese food from a carton. She picks 
at the food with chopsticks and stares straight ahead.  

RHODA: Do you love me?

KARL: (Staring at TV) I love you.

RHODA: Do you want me?

KARL: I want you.  

RHODA: … you’re watching the news.  

The  Pretty Girl ENTERS as NEWSGIRL.  She stands, 
poised as if in the TV. 

KARL: Shhhhh.

RHODA: Do… you… want…?

(She winks)

RHODA: (Makes a face about the ‘Pretty Girl’) me….?  

KARL:  (Still watching; annoyed
She looks at the carton, stabs the chopsticks in, and 
swallows a chunk. Suddenly she holds her stomach, 
groans, and doubles over.

RHODA: Ohhhh….

underneath is evening attire – Karl, in a dapper suit 
and tie, Rhoda an evening dress.  As the lights come up 
he takes her arm and they cross, like regal dancers, to 
a row of chairs and sit, upright, alongside each other. 
(We may hear forties style music as the scene changes. 
When they speak, it is like a forties ROM COM, think 
Rosalind Russell and Cary Grant or a Nick and Nora 
Charles, with a snappy repartee.).  Across from them is 
a table set as a counter where the PRETTY GIRL , now 

her nails. Karl is brousing a sheetlike MENU.
KARL: …A Petite Filet? 

RHODA: What was that, my love?
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KARL:  With extra… béarnaise…

RHODA: A Petite Philly, you say?  

KARL: What?  No, Lovling.  You asked what I wanted.   (Louder)  

A Filet. With extra béarnaise.

RHODA: No need to shout.  But when we were young, that’s what 

you said, you wanted a friskie Philly.  With a petite little shape.  

Like mine.

KARL: I never said that.

RHODA: You just don’t recall, is all.  A Freudian slip.

KARL: Well then, it looks like I’ll have to settle for a dreaded veg-

etarian burger on a lettuce leaf -- without the bun, if that’s not 

slipping too much?  (He chuckles.)   
RHODA: It’s our memories that are slipping, my love.  We’ve 

forgotten our dreams.  

KARL: Well, I never dream of bunless burgers,  I can tell you that.

RHODA: Am I that kind of burger now, my love?

KARL: (Staring at menu) Yes, dear.  

RHODA: Is that the truth?  Or the news of the day?

KARL: We hear what we want, wouldn’t you agree?  (Looks around.)  
What kind of world are we in?  

RHODA:  It IS our anniversary you know.  Or did you forget?  Our 

‘night of all nights,’ you’d say.

KARL: And how did it come to this?   (He looks down at his suit 
and tie.)

RHODA: I thought we could use a bit of a lift?

KARL: And a burger wrap with a side of…(Stares at menu more 
closely.) …wax?  One of the choices of side dishes, Lovling, is 

a chest hair wax for guys and a bikini for dolls.  Huh.  A waxful 

of guys and dolls.   (He chuckles again.)

PRETTY GIRL: ( ) 

“…That’s a guy only doin’ it for some doll, some doll, some… 

(Notices them watching; Stops, speaks...) …doll.”

KARL: How tasteless and rude… 

RHODA: She’s just showing your age with our antiquated songs, 

my Love.
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KARL: I’m sorry, Lovling.  It’s just that you know how I get when 

my stomach growls.

RHODA: It is I who is hungry too.   Do you want me, as a dish…

anymore?

KARL:  Hmmm… (Checking menu) If you were the fruit plate, with 

the added cottage cheese…?

RHODA: (Somewhat insulted) …and you were the lettuce leaf…?

KARL: …I suppose we could share. 

RHODA: (Pointedly) Unhappily, of course.  As your TRUE desire 

was the Petite Philly Filet,  (Snidely.) …with the béarnaise sauce 

oozing out of the side of your mouth.

KARL: Well, now, that would be messy, indeed.   Even for a Freud-

ian dream, don’t you think? (He chuckles.)  Where the hell are 

we, Lovling, my dear?     

RHODA:  (Annoyed at interruption) I was trying to tell you, in the 

midst of the bills and (snidely) alternative tweets or twits or 

KARL: (Suspiciously) What came?

hors d’oeurves.  

KARL:  (Checks menu; squints) Ahhhh.   At  (Reads)  “The Second 

Chance Spa?”  “Where one can grow older while looking… 

younger.”   (Smirks)  Hmmm. 

RHODA: It’s so hard to resist when one is hungry, my Love.  Would 

you want me again?  A second time around?

The PRETTY GIRL SINGS softly, from “The Second 
Time Around.”

PRETTY GIRL: “Love is wonderful, the second time a… round.”

They give her a dirty look.  She abruptly stops.  
RHODA: (Annoyed; repeats) Would you want me again…a… 

(Smiles, avoiding a song.)…at another stage?

KARL:  (Checks menu) Well, to be perfectly honest.  Lovling…

RHODA: (Politely sarcastic) Please.

KARL: I’d prefer not to get anything waxed but my car. 

(Rhoda gives him a look.  He checks his watch.) 
And it’s getting quite late.  For this kind of date.  Don’t you agree?
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PRETTY GIRL: (Checking her watch) Tick Tock. Tick… 

They both turn to look.  She shrugs.
KARL: And if we rush like a bunny we can catch the news.  Or 

was it a snooze?

RHODA: Curled up on the couch, with a sick little tummy, on this 

night of all nights?

KARL: (Checking watch) Perhaps it was the chicken my Lovling, 

that had done you in.

RHODA: Perhaps it was you, the chicken, my Love, who done the 

trick.

PRETTY GIRL: (Escalates louder) Tick Tock… TICK TOCK. 

Annoyed, they speed up the conversation and ‘lines’.
KARL: Is THAT the truth?  It is I who makes you sick? 

RHODA:  (Dramatically
KARL: Crying you say?   

KARL: Oh dear, not that communicable thing again? 

PRETTY GIRL: (Filing her nails

PRETTY GIRL: (Nonchalantly) Between seven and nine.  Tuesdays 

and Thursdays the doctors are in.

RHODA:  But we have a chance.   WE could be young and great 

KARL:  Why Lovling, I don’t know who you are.      

RHODA: The girl over there?  Would you like her, my Love?

KARL: …For what?

RHODA: For any young thing you’d want.  The truth, my Sweet.  

KARL: At the moment, I’d settle for the big, fat whopper at Mc-

Donalds down the street.

RHODA:  (Delicately cries) Her, instead of a… a fat whopper like me?

RHODA: All right, all right.   If she weren’t…twelve.  Be honest, 

my Love.  

KARL: (An aside to himself) I fear this won’t go very well.   Histori-

cally speaking, I mean.    
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RHODA: If we didn’t look like us, if we all could be pretty and 

young and…blonde… 

KARL: An alternative way of seeing…us, you mean?

RHODA: What if I could be her?  Or you could be…

(Rhoda turns towards the Pretty Girl.  She quickly holds 
up an 8x10 Glossy of a handsome young man.)…him.

PRETTY GIRL: Or…?

The Pretty Girl holds up another photo of handsome 
young guy.

RHODA: What if we could have our pick, look like any young thing, 

or… cop a feel of any fresh meat?

KARL: Why we could be arrested, for arrested development, my 

Lovling.  We could.  

RHODA: Without a blemish or frown?  

KARL: (Considering) The loving….and hating…?

RHODA: …And sameness of things?

KARL: Alternative…facts?

RHODA:  You and I.  You and…me?  I  and…? 

KARL: …her?  Hmmmm.  

RHODA: This is our chance.  Our Spa of a Second Choice.  

He checks the Menu for the name, confused.
KARL: The…the Second Chance…Choice…my Love?  Or, is this… 

where we dance?

Rhoda looks towards the Pretty Girl.  Who suddenly 
becomes alert. 

PRETTY GIRL: Now?  

(She pirouettes over and stands before them with a 
clipboard and brochures.)

Can I help you?

RHODA:  Are you the pretty girl I spoke with on phone?

PRETTY GIRL: QVC?  ABC?  CNN?           

RHODA:  I RSV…P’d?  With the coupon codes?  

PRETTY  GIRL: And the gifts of youth?   (Checks clipboard.)  Ah, 

yes, and the nuclear peels? 

KARL: And food.  Meat and potatoes at least?  
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RHODA: My husband, Karl.  Of twenty, no thirty, or could it be…

forty? wonderfully imperfect years.   

PRETTY GIRL: Oh, how terribly…awfully…sweet.  And ‘cute’.   

He must have been a looker in his day.

(She winks at him.  Then winks again.   Eye stuck.  And 
smiles.)

RHODA: Once, he was a looker…at me.

Again specials of the day.

KARL: And the food and the party is…?   (Looks around)

cracked wheat crumbs and sparkling lime juice for the guests.

Rhoda groans.  Holds her stomach.
KARL: My love has a bit of a tummy bulge, tonight of all nights.

PRETTY GIRL: Don’t you worry, we’re just a nip and a tuck away 

with (checks clipboard
the double coupon Tuesdays if you both agree...and sign on the 

dotted line…

She holds out the papers as they lean in to see…
KARL: The print is quite miniscule, my Love, don’t you agree?

PRETTY GIRL:   (Like a naughty boy) Just for those mature little 

She winks again at Karl.  This time her 
eye is stuck shut.) May I read it for you then?

KARL: ( ) She said I was cute. And a 

looker, she said.

RHODA: They say babies are cute.  And old people are cute.  And 

we’re not the babies anymore, dear.  So, it seems to be our day.  

Or… our night of all nights…is here?  Now?

PRETTY GIRL:  ( We have Juvederm, 

will peel all that sagging sadness away.  And, because of your 

invitation to the special party…

KARL:  (Looks around.) The party…?

PRETTY GIRL: The Botox
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 (She hands him receipt.)
KARL: (Squints and reads) So that would be… 10 viles…each?  

Of… Oma..bo..tulin…um…toxin… A? 

(To Rhoda; concerned.) It’s… a vile…toxin, my love?

PRETTY  GIRL: We did have an issue with the type B cow but A 

was quite clean.  

RHODA: (To Girl) Have you tried any of these treatments yourself?  

You’re so pretty and young.

PRETTY GIRL: Oh, I’ve tried them all.  If you won’t tell…I’m 

(whispers) sixty-three.

KARL: No.

sixty one
(She opens her mouth to laugh… and her lips get stuck.)

(She tries to stretch them out and like a bad opera singer 

grotesque musical scales.)

And with her eyes wide in shock and arm raised like 
a Diva’s, she jiggles her underarm skin in horror, and 
rushes OFF.  
Rhoda and Karl back away. RHODA YELLS… “NO….
NO…!” as the LIGHTS DIM.  In the BLACK OUT they 
rush back to their original seats.  And slip back  
into their robes.  As LIGHTS COME UP  Rhoda shoots 
up in her seat, awakened  from The Dream.

RHODA: (Cont.

She looks around, now fully awake.  Her attitude shifts 
from the beginning, now more present and alert. 

RHODA: Do you… love me? 

KARL:  (Staring back  at TV) …I love you.
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RHODA:  (Really asking) Do you want me?  

KARL: (Not paying attention) I… want you. 

She looks down at her ratty robe.  Decides to be proac-

in front of him, blocking the ‘TV’.
RHODA: Do… you… want…me?

She poses in her slip, maybe drops a strap.   Maybe 
jiggles her underarm flab, as  a memory of The 
Dream, and shrugs sheepishly, like ‘This is it…’Me.’ 
He laughs.  Shrugs sheepishly back.  Switches OFF 
(imaginary clicker) TV.

KARL: Honey.  (Beat)  Come here…  My Petite Philly.

And he opens his arms.  And as they embrace we may 
HEAR the forties Dream MUSIC once again as it swells 
to… 
THE END.

     .
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A light rises on Jane.
JANE: I don’t really miss how everything used to be.

Like

Not at all
Yes, in many ways things totally suck now

Like I can only eat canned goods
And not having the possibility of any sort of medical attention 

scary and my hair is all ratted 

up like dreads cause I haven’t washed it in ten months

BUT 

What did I give up?

I was always stressed and depressed and moody and bitchy

Due to social networking
And you-tube-ing
And upworthy-ing
And 

I don’t miss it!

(Admittedly, I really liked (and miss) Orange Is The 
New Black, not the main character, but the secondary 
characters?  Like a LOT)

But I was always seeking adoration and LOVE and now I realize 

OH MY GOD

I don’t need it!

All of that love I thought I wanted?

I DON’T NEED LOVE

(Though I’ve lost my family and most of my friends, 
but the thing is when I really think about it, you know, I 
was never that close to any of them anyway, not really)

I like the quiet … The quiet is soooooo nice …

I watched the sunset last night.

(It was kind of hard to see, due to a weird dust storm?)

But I have an appreciation now for the light here in California

(How did I never look at a sunset before?)

And, yes, I feel sorry for all of the “island peoples” that no 

longer have homes and the cultures that have been LOST and 
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the languages that are now DEAD and you can’t swim in the 

ocean anymore due to all the JELLYFISH

But on the other hand

I won’t ever have to LIKE one of your STATUSES ever again

And I won’t have to watch videos of your kids.

Because …

You’re dead.

And your kids are dead.

Small pause.
JANE: Aaaanyway, everything would be 

I would totally really be digging the apocalypse right now

Except that

Here I am trapped inside this tiny little super hot dank dirty 

apartment cum shelter that isn’t even MINE, hiding from bands 

of cannibals 

(Cormac Mccarthy was totally right on that)

And I just happened to get trapped with

My ex, Chip.

It’s like I’m stuck inside a sit-com from the nineties

Except, you know,

This sit-com is set – at the end of the world?

Chip suddenly enters.
CHIP: It’s funny actually

Because we did date in the 90’s 

And then I broke up with her //

JANE: //No, not true 

CHIP: And we both went our separate ways

And I was “doing my thang” in Hollywood

And she was out here visiting a friend

Even though there was this whole water shortage thing

And like people were dying, like, totally all over 

It was super ugly

JANE: I should’ve stayed in New York.
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JANE: How are you?

CHIP: I’m great.

JANE: Yeah? What’s new?

CHIP: Oh, national commercial for Ray-Ban you know what about 

you?

JANE: The usual.  KILLING IT.

CHIP: And that’s when –

JANE: The shit –

CHIP: Hit –

JANE: The fan.  Los Angeles went DARK.

CHIP: Dark as Mumbai had been for months.

JANE: And Cape Town.  

CHIP: And so many other places.

CHIP: Or so we thought …

JANE: And then …

CHIP: In order to survive, I killed someone, which I still feel really 

kinda bad about?  And for like weeks my right hand smelled 

JANE: It wasn’t a date.

CHIP: And my left smelled like, well, human blood?

JANE: The strange thing is – Everything got so quiet in this world 
that I actually started to see things clearly for  

forever and I was just, like, living in the present, in the now, in 

my body, not needing love or adoration from anyone, one with 

the world, the animals and the plants (well the plants and the 

JANE: I was one with myself.
CHIP: I think you might have like PTSD from everyone, you know, 

dying?
JANE: NO!  I’m happy.

CHIP: Anyway, now we’re living in my neighbor’s apartment?

He shows us physically in space –
CHIP: (cont’d)There’s a wall here
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My neighbor was like a Boy Scout when it came to the end times.

JANE: He’s the guy Chip had to kill?

CHIP:  (through clenched teeth)I still feel bad so please don’t bring 
it up.

JANE: There’s a bottle of whiskey. 

And we get SO drunk and it’s SO dark

CHIP: It turns out, the end of the world is dark and QUIET

THINK

CHIP: But not for me because, actually, I kind of hear VOICES?

JANE: We get drunk and Chip likes to talk about his ex-girlfriends –

CHIP: It’s just so WEIRD (you know) to think 

that all of these girls I broke up with

they’re all DEAD 

and here I am ALIVE

and they won’t ever see me again

well, except for YOU.

JANE:  (through clenched teeth)You didn’t break up with me.
CHIP: And then …

They stand completely still.

Another knock … And another …

CHIP: What do we do?

JANE: Shh!

More knocking.
CHIP: It’s the cannibals, isn’t it?

JANE: Shut, up.

Henry enters.
HENRY: I come in

Through an open window 

My leg’s broken

A bunch of cannibals like nearly killed me and –

JANE: Henry!?
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HENRY: Jane!?

YAAASSSS

Jane!

HERE IS HOPE

Here’s a ray of LIGHT –

CHIP: Who’s this guy?

HENRY: I dated Jane in Brooklyn

We were SOOOOO into each other

JANE: No, YOU were into ME.

HENRY: JANE!

She was like

The most unattainable girl I ever dated.

JANE: What are you doing here!?!

season, I was gonna do a thing with Shia LeBeouf?

CHIP:  (suddenly angry)Whatever, man!

HENRY: I’m sorry? 

CHIP: She was waaaaaaaaaaaay into me too.

HENRY: She was?

CHIP: She like TOTALLY dug me

We dated in college?

She had to go to the hospital once for

Like um

HER WRIST?

CHIP: (cont’d) Cause she like

BROKE IT from giving me HANDJOBS.

Jane and Henry both stare at him.
CHIP: Yeah I made that up I don’t know why I’m sorry but she 

loved me, she did.

JANE: I don’t love people.

HENRY: How can you not love people?  They’re awesome.

truly did love someone, this guy in 

New York named Rich, less than a month after we got together 

he turned REALLY COLD FOR NO REASON and said he 

NEEDED SPACE and so I came out here to hang out with my 
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friend, Stacey, so she could console me because my heart was 

with Chip and THEN THE WORLD ENDED!?!

HENRY: They’re screaming at each other

And I think I’m going to die from loss of blood

(which actually I do
But anyway, because of their screaming

I never get to tell them what happened.

See, I went out looking for food

Something

Anything!

A squirrel

Or I would have eaten a rat I was so hungry

And I see this group of cannibals

Heads shaved

Their clothes black from dried blood

And I run!

But I’m so fatigued

Delirious

Malnourished

That I can’t get away!

I beg for mercy

And I can’t believe it!

They actually give it to me!

Henry (cont’d)
They take me in, as their slave, for a time

I work for them

Boiling human scalps and turning them into candle wax

(Very interesting process, actually)

But, still, I’m – I am hungry …  I have to eat … Something …   

Pause.
HENRY: What else was I supposed to do? 
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I know!  I know!

But honestly … ?

It was delicious.

I’ve always loved people, people are awesome, but never this 

much.

CHIP: He cannot be here.

JANE: He’s my ex.

CHIP: He may also be a cannibal.

HENRY: I can’t leave.  

Now that I’ve found you Jane!

I’ve been with a lot of women 

And I never wanted to stay the whole weekend with any of 

them except you
I never wanted to shower with them

I never wanted to rub their feet with oil

Or watch movies in the afternoons  

Or read yesterday’s New York Times even though it’s old, but 

we’re too lazy to go out of bed and get today’s paper?  Or do 

crafts remember THAT?

JANE: Not REALLY

HENRY: My mom LOVED you

I NEVER introduced women to my family, like, ever

You were my friend

Henry (cont’d)
You know how they say you, like, fall in love with your best 

friend?

Pause.
HENRY: I always loved you.

Long Pause.
JANE: Later, that night …

HENRY: I lie down to sleep in the quiet darkness of the apocalypse

And it’s the last time I do. 
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I don’t know if it’s because I told her I loved her, or because she 

JANE: Little bit of both.

HENRY: But she killed me, in my sleep …

Pause.
JANE: I won’t tell you how I did it because it was quite grue-

some 

And sometimes I feel, like, a little pang of guilt?

Because actually I think I took a lot of my anger toward Rich 

out on Henry?

But …

It’s almost like I can feel Henry from beyond 

Sending me these little, like, pings

Little messages?

I’ll be sitting eating some canned beans 

Trying to make out the sunset behind the orange dust

And I feel almost, like, like I want to respond to him in some 

way.

Like if I was still on Facebook?

I mean I AM ON IT

There’s just no power right now to boot all the systems up

But If I could post something

I would post a really cool and poetic quote on Henry’s wall.

Like, um, I don’t know something from Shakespeare?

Do you know any Shakespeare, Chip?

CHIP: To be or not to –

JANE: Not that!

Something moving!

Like a picture of the earth with a quote from Shakespeare su-

perimposed

Something about 

How we had something we could really love, but we didn’t care 

about it, you know?  

No, you know what?  

Like Hamlet!  (I read that in college)
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What’s that quote?

Oh shit, what is it?
He’s talking about how beautiful the world is and he talks about 

something about the “paragon of animals,” just how incredible 
it all is!

Everything, you know?

But when Hamlet looks at all that beauty?

He’s just all like, “What is this quintessence of dust?”

Like he looks at everything and all he sees is dust
Which is 

Just kind of … How I feel about people?

You know?

How Hamlet feels about the earth is how I feel about people.

Aaaaanyway

Enjoy it while you can, I say.

I mean there’s still the sunset right?

Look at that sunset!

Wow!

You can barely see it, but you can just make it out …

Small Pause.
JANE: I wouldn’t trade the sunset for anything.

The lights begin to change
And they all watch the sun set
Then lights fade.
End.
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Three Anne Franks

(A tight, enclosed space. Lets call it a waiting room 
outside of an attic.
The space looks like a confused period piece, except for 
one very modern plastic
table center and three uncomfortable, equally modern 
chairs arranged around a table)
(After a beat, PROPS MISTRESS enters carrying a large 
cardboard box, a roll of blue tape around the top of one 
arm and a clipboard nearly glued to one side of
her. She places the box down and begins to unroll the 
blue tape onto the table.
After a beat, we see that she is creating boxes on the 
table top with tape. After this
is done, she begins unloading objects from the box 
onto the table. First is a deck ofcards. She looks at a 
clipboard.)

(muttering under breath) 
(She places the cards in one of the squares and writes 
“playing cards” on the tape.)

goes on to the next on the list.)
(continued) 

(She retrieves items from the box, places them on the 

(ANNE TWO enters. She is dressed in a classic button-
down collared shirt, plaid shirt, simple shoes. She holds 
two stapled pieces of paper, slightly worn, with a few 
markings as well as a 8 by 10 headshot. She has her 
movements down to a t, all professional. She greets 
PROPS MISTRESS, who glances at her and then looks 

the one below it.)
(continued) 
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to the box. ANNE TWO: takes her seat. She lifts up her 

the sides. Turns to next page. Places them on her lap. 
Takes a breath. Begins a vocal warmup. Simultaneously, 
PROPS continues to set up, going to her original list, 
etc.)

(She retrieves an enormous sack of potatoes from the box 
and places them on the table. She goes back to search 

down the name, etc.)
(ANNE TWO continues to warm up. Her movements 
eventually take her to her feet. She reads from the sides, 
practicing, mostly to herself.)

(continued)

(She looks at the sides.)
(As she continues, PROPS continues.)

(Looking at list) 
(She begins looking through the box.)

box, then remembers she has them in her own pocket. 
She takes out the pack, takes the cigarettes out of the 
pack and places them onto the table and labels them.)
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(Continued) 

ANNE TWO: notices her and stops abruptly. They make brief, 
vaguely piercing eye contact.

ANNE ONE is dressed similarly to ANNE TWO, but a 

There is a sense of irony to it. Like if Zooey Deschanel 
were Anne Frank, ya know? If anyone is to wear a Star 
of David on their chest it would perhaps be this Anne, 
but it might be the wrong choice. She looks urgently 

page in her clip board.)

(ANNE ONE continues to look frantically through her 
bag, not responding to PROPS.)

(PROPS looks down the list. Then up the list. There she 

(ANNE ONE takes a seat, continuing to look through 
two crumpled up pieces of 

paper and a marred, but usable headshot and resume.
ANNE TWO watches her as she smooths out her head-
shot and sides against her lap. ANNE ONE looks up to 

-
ately looks down, raising her sides up.)
(Simultaneously, PROPS continues to set up.)

(She takes silverware out of the box and drops it on the 
table. It makes a loud noise. She labels it. Checks it 
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(She goes to her hair, where the pen is tangled, takes 

the list.)
(to ANNE TWO) 

(ANNE TWO doesn’t look up.)

(Suddenly, ANNE THREE enters. She is dressed simi-
larly to the other two, but her clothes look like perhaps 
they truly belonged to someone in the 40’s. ANNE TWO: 
looks up at her. ANNE ONE does the same. ANNE 
THREE walks over to PROPS.)

(PROPS lifts up the sheet, searches up, searches down, 

The three Anne take turns 
taking secret looks at one and other. Whenever one is 
caught by another, they look down back at their sides.)

(When they hear this word, all three ANNES look up and 
watch as PROPS makes her way to the box of props, 
retrieves a well wore prop Diary. All their eyes follow 
as she brings it to the table, labels it.)

(to Anne Three)

-
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(ANNE TWO doesn’t answer.)
(To ANNE THREE) 

(ANNE THREE touches a Star of David necklace)

(ANNE TWO clocks this.)

(Beat)
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The Diary of Anne Frank.
(Beat.)

(She fails at laughter. In fact, she doesn’t move her face 
at all.)
(Beat.)

(Beat.)

-

(Everyone looks at ANNE ONE. Beat.)

(The ANNES take this in.)
-
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(ANNE TWO immediately knows this is her and gets up.)

(She gestures to the table. ANNE TWO looks disap-
pointed.)

(PROPS looks her up and down.)

(Beat. ANNE TWO picks up the potato and peeler, sits 
down, and begins peeling her potato. PROPS looks back 
at the clipboard.)

(ANNE ONE immediately knows this is her and comes 
forward.)

(ANNE ONE takes the cigarettes and lighter. ANNE TWO 
watches her. ANNE ONE sits down, takes a cigarette 
out, lights it and begins smoking.)

(Immediately, ANNE THREE knows this means her.)

(She gestures to the table. ANNE THREE goes and picks 
up the cards.)

(PROPS exits. All the ANNES practice their respective 
task. A beat of the three ANNEs all doing their tasks. It 
almost morphs into a play in and of itself.)

(To ANNE ONE) 
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am 
-

(ANNE TWO looks at ANNE THREE. ANNE TWO starts 
to laugh in what she thinks will be with ANNE THREE, 
but ANNE THREE stays serious. Beat.)

(They all go back to their respective tasks. Beat.)
(PROPS enters.)

(ANNE THREE immediately knows that that means her.)

(ANNE THREE gets to the center of the room, taking 
the cards with her.)
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(ANNE THREE takes the silverware and sits down 
again.)

(ANNE TWO immediately knows this is her.)

(ANNE TWO comes forward, furiously peeling potatoes.)
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(Beat.)
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(In a horrible British accent)

(ANNE TWO does, discouraged.)

(PROPS goes back to clip board.)

(ANNE TWO looks at ANNE ONE.)

(She comes center stage.)

(PROPS goes back to the table, consults on a headset, 
etc.)
(The ANNES continue with their respective props. We 
stay with this for a beat.)

(To ANNE TWO) -
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(ANNE TWO doesn’t answer, or ANNE THREE cuts 

ONE

(Beat.)

(To TWO)

(Beat)
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ONE

identify 

(PROPS enters.)

(ANNE TWO comes forward. She’s probably still peeling 
that potato, lets be real.)
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(ANNE TWO does.)

(ANNE THREE knows this is her.)

(ANNE THREE picks up the candles and matches and 
sits down.)

(ANNE ONE gets up. She leaves all her props behind. 
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A long beat.)

(A long beat. Something in ANNE ONE has shifted. She 
takes her seat.)

(PROPS exits.)

(PROPS enters. She goes to the table and picks up the 
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diary and fountain pen.)

(ANNE ONE immediately knows this is her, as do the 
others. ANNE ONE comes forward and takes the diary 
as if it is a rose on the Bachelor)

(Something shifts in PROPS.)

said

(PROPS shifts back to her clipboard and goes to the last 
page and reads from it.)
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(She looks up from the clipboard and speaks.)

(She looks at ANNE ONE.)

(A long pause. ANNE THREE struggles with this, then 
something changes.)

(ANNE TWO stands and addresses ANNE ONE.)
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(ANNE THREE stands and addresses ANNE TWO.)

END OF PLAY
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A Visit to the Rust Belt 477

(NORA and CHRIS are outside a house. CHRIS rings the 
doorbell then knocks tentatively. They wait a moment.)

(NORA knocks louder. Then tries knocking in a rhythm. 
They wait a beat.)

(They both crouch down, reading the headlines)

(CHRIS takes out his phone and takes a picture of the 
newspaper.)

(JD enters.)

(They jump up.)

-
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(They nod.)

(He points to the newspaper on the ground.)
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cops?

-

(to Nora:)

(to CHRIS:)
(JD picks up the newspaper.)
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(laughs) 

(JD looks at NORA.)

The Apprentice -
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you

-

-

were
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(JD nods)

(JD waves at them, then shakes his head.)
The End
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-



Zombies R Us

THE ZOMBIE is wearing a large electronic collar and 

as SALLY and ERIC THE ZOMBIE dance.

(Change in music.)

(Eric the Zombie lowers hand to her derrière.)

(Doorbell chimes.)

(Knocking.)

(Sally extracts herself while Eric the Zombie holds 
position.)

(Sally answers door.)
(Pushing her way into the room.)
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-

-

(To Eric the Zombie.)

(Eric the Zombie immediately does so.)

to Nance, who reluctantly accepts.)

(Sally sits down.)

(Eric the Zombie exits and returns with a glass of wine, 
hands it to Sally.)

(Eric removes her shoes and massages her feet.)
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(Eric the Zombie puts a cigarette in her mouth and is 
about to light it.)

 (Beat.)

(Nance leaves, Sally embraces Eric.)
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(Presents a manila envelope with a few papers.)

(Pause.)

(Pause.  Pulls out a vile of green goo.)
-

(Pause.)

(He seems to nod as he grunts.)

(She unhooks the collar and he jumps up.)
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(She exits and re-enters, hands him a can.)

(Moves behind him and starts massaging his shoulders.)

(She clicks the collar back into place and he reverts back 

(He grunts.)
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(He hands it to her.)

(He grunts.)
LIGHTS OUT.
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